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FOREWORD 

This srudy is the result of the work carried out by various psychoanalytical 
societies and psychoanalysts of different nationalities and overseen by a 
supervising committee, chaired by Penelope Garvey of the lnternatioool 
Psychoanalytical Association (IPA) and composed of three regional repre
sentatives of the lP A and two representatives of the British Institute of 
International and Comparative Law. 

In each country a lawyer and a psychoanalyst were appointed to 
compile data on legal and psychoanalytic practice. National contributors 
from Argentina, Brazil, Canada, England and Wales, Germany, Italy, and 
the United States were supplied with a questionnaire related to patient
analyst confidentiality to establish the rules in each country. 

The purpose of this project was to study the extent to which the confi
dentiality o( patients undergoing psychoanalytic treatment is protected by 
the law across seven countries. From this research, besides useful informa
tion, the contributors identify common themes and recommendations. 

The topic we are dealing with has proved to be extremely important 
and has recently been the object of many discussions, both in the psycho
analytical and legal fields. This book offers the possibility to consider the 
essence of the important concept of confidentiality, and to make available 
useful and detailed information about the bases on which confidentiality is 
treated, from a psychoanalytical and legal point of view, in the countries 
considered. This allows us to analyse how the duty of confidentiality 
changes in different jurisdictions and is relative to the legal position of  
psychoanalysts in different countries. 

jorge Canestri 
Chair of the IPA E.thics Committee 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

Gmgraphical Scope 

In order to keep the project within manageable bounds, it was necessary to 
limit the choice of countries for rc:vic:w. The couotrics included arc 
Argentina, Brw� Canada, England and Wales, Germany, Italy, and the 
United Scncs. The criteria for sdccrion �re demographic, geographic, 
analyti� and legal. 

Questiocnaice 

National contributors were supplied with a questionnaire, the aim of 
which was m establish the rules io each country under re,,ew as �
related to analyst-patient confidentiality. l n  addinoo, national contnbu
mrs were asked to examine the substance of these rules, the protecnoo 
they offer to psychoanal)"stS and patients, and any limits imposed. 

The questionnaire was divided into questions more suitably answered 
by the psychoa nalytic correspondent and questions more suitably 
answered by the legal correspoodem. It was not fdt necessary for the 
lawyer and psychoanalyst to work together on completing the question
naire or to submit their responses ar the same time, but a certain amounr 
of cooperation was preferable. 

The questionnaire confined itsdf to the rules relating to psychoanalystS 
and their pariems. It was not tbe intention to examine the same questions 
by reference to psychotherapists or other mental health professionals. 
Nevertheless, it was recognized that in many cases the law might not draw 
this distioctioo, and might draw other distinctions such that psychoana
lrsrs could fall within one or more differently defined categories recog
nized by the law. Given this, it was necessary to identify those categories 
and the legal position as it related to psycboanaJysrs within them. 

The material under examination by analysts related to codes of profes
sional condllCr estab� by rhe psychoanalytic profession itself, whether 
in the form of mandatory rules, guidance or otherwi�; and .io the a� 
of any such rules, established practice was ro be described. The cootribut
ing l"wyers fncuc;ed nn the l"w "S it rd"reo; m psychn"n")�<; and rheir 
patients. They were requested to cite the principal pieces of lc:gislarion or 
cas.�'$ where rebant. 



1. lNTRODUCTIO� 

1.1 Scope of the Study 

The aim of this study is to examine me extent to which the confidentiality 
of patienrs undergoing psychoanalytic treatment is protected by me law 
across seven countries: Italy, Germany, Brazil, Canada, me United States, 
Argentina, and England and Wales. In particular, it will examine the 
extent of the protcnion afforded by professional codes, the circumstances 
in and persons by which they may be overridden, issues of disclosure 10 
third parries including other health professionals, law enforcement agen
cies, and courts. In examining the respective positions in the countries 
under review, tbe study will attempt 10 identify common themes and 
rcconunendations. 

Only t� psychoanalysts who att members of me International 
Psychoanalytical Association (IPA) have been considered. Practitioners 
who eaU themselves psychoanalysts but who have not undertaken training 
which rrtern the requirements and standards of tbe IPA do oot fall within 
the remit of this study. 

1.2 The lmponance of Confidentiality in Psychoanalysis 

The aim of the psychoanalytic method is to explore and by so doing to 
modify the emotional factors, both conscious and unconscious, that influ
ence thought and behaviour. Psychoanalysis is both intensive and lo� 
term; patients commonly attend �ur or fh-e 50-minute sessions per week 
with their psychoanalyst over a period of several years. Psychoanalysts 
may also conduct less intensive treatments of psychoanalytic psychother
apy. 

The need for confidentiality of communications between psychoanalysts 
and patients is universally recognized by practitioners. The nature of 
psychoanalysis i.s sucb that the patient is encouraged ro reveal nor only 
inner thoughts but also dreams and fantasies in order to facilitate the ther
apeutic process. Psychoanalysis involves uncovering aspectS of patients and 
their experience about which they wuuld prefer to remain ignorant and 
which, when conscious, may cause them great pain, shame, or guilt. 
Patients, even while wishing ro uncover unknown or forgotten aspects of 
themselves, ofren go to some lengths to prevent their discovery. To under
stand the patient and the way his mind works, the psychoanalyst wiU ask 
the patient to say whatever comes into his mind; this encourages uncen
sored irrational thought. Patients are invited not just to be themselves and 
to reveal intimate secrets, but at times to reveal rbeir worst characteristics. 
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Confidentiality therefore goes to the very heart cJ the psychoanalytic 
pr�-.; it underpin.<> the agreement between patient and analyo;r hecauc;e of 
the extremely personal narure of the material shared with the psychoana
lyst, and its establishment and maintenance is highly valued by analysrs 
and patients alike. This surpasses the importance cJ confidentiality in 
other areas of dinical practice, whether applied by  physicians, surgeons, or 
psychiatrists. 1 The success of the psychoanalytical process depends on the 
belief that, like the con&!ssional, the StJcrt'!Cy of psychoanalyst's consulting 
room is sacrosanct. As one psychoanalyst, subpoenaed ro give evidence m 
court, put it: 

For me the need to retam scoecy was not just a moral unperauve such as mtgt. 
extsr, for example, for a general practitioner who was ueaong a pauem for pneu
monia. If such a doctor were to talk indisaecrly about htS patient, he mrght nor be 
behaving ethteally, but he mrght still have treated the pneumonia adequately. But tf 
I were to speak mdiscreedy about a patient, I should nor only be behavmg unetht
cally, but I should also be desuoying the very fabric of my therapy.2 

A centr:�l feature cl f>$ychoanalysis is the f� on interpero;on:�l processes, 
in particular the way in which the patient relates to the psychoanalyst and 
the feelings that he has towards him. Strong feelings are often stirred up in 
patients towards their psychoanalysts and towards the whole process 
('transference'). Consequently, the patient's communications and behav
iour have to be understood within the context of this rebtionship; this 
accentuates the sensitivity of the confidential information, and the care 
with which it should be disclosed if that measure proves necessary. 

The present study was prompted by a belief that this need for confiden
tiality might be imperfectly protected by the legal and professional envi
ronment, and by a desire to examine the ways in which the imperative to 
protect confidentiality may conflict with other considerations. The most 
obvious of these are issues of health, civil or criminal liabthty, and the 
protection of children. As communications between international psychet
analytic and legal communities develop, the need for a common under
standing of these issues becomes more pre�ing. This study will show that 
the dtsparities between the national laws and practices on psychoanalytic 
confidentiality present a relatively fragmented picture. That stated, one 
benefit of this study is that it may help psychoanalytic practttioners under
stand their position in relation to the laws of their country, highlighting 
for them areas of concern their own cause that needs to be advanced if 
they want ro prot«t the therapeutic process. 

1 h is arguable that in these other spheres confidentiality has been such a central aspect 
of me practice ol medicine and psychiatry that its importance is often talcen for granted, 11$ 
maintenance frequently less than "orOUS, and me degree of its erOSIOn in m:ent years under· 
estimated: see 01 Joscpb and J Onck 'Confidentiality in Psychiarry' in S 8loch, P ChodoH, 
and SA Gf-cen (cds) Ps}'dnatm; Elh1r.s (lrd edn Oxford OUP 1999). 

1 Anne Hayman, 'Psychoanalyst Subpoenaed' The Uvrcel., 16 Oct 1965, 78S. 
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2. THE STATUS OF THE PSYCIIOANALYTIC PROFESSION 

�fore addressing in derail the content cJ the law and professional codes of 
conduct in  each country, it is necessary to set out here a brief summary of 
the status of psychoanalysts in  each of the relevant countries. This will 
address (i) routes to qualification, and (ii) the: C:Jttent to which psycho
analysis is publicly regulated and recognized in the laws of each country. 

This information is vital to a more detailed treatment of the: subject 
matter, particularly as in  some of the countries the lack of public regula
tion may affect adversely rhe interpretation of the analyst's legal position 
by the courts and the extent of legal certainty afforded to the psychoana
lyst. The situation is further complicated by the fact that regardless of 
whether or not an analyst's positton in relation to the law is clear, the law 
may conflict with principles set out in their own professional code of 
ethics. Therefore legal certainty does not always advance the interests of 
psychoanalysis. The aim of the summary set out below deals only with the 
clarity of the analyst's position in relation to the law of their country, not 
whether the law upholds the aims of the profession; the latter will be 
brought out in the later sections cJ the report. 

Psychoanalysts who are members of an IPA society are required to be 
postgraduates who have undertaken a training over a period of at least 4 
years_ The training includes theoretical and clinical seminars and super
vised work with two intensive cases. Trainees also undergo their own 
personal analysis. The entry requirements for trainrng vary across the IPA 
societies; in all societies there is a minimum requirement that candidates 
hold a degree and have experience of clinical or other relevant professional 
work. In some societies a medical qualification is an essential prerequisite 
for training, 

The status accorded to psychoanalysts varies considerably across the 
seven countries where regulation, accreditation and the legal interpretation 
of the psychoanalyst's role is concerned The countries first dealt with are 
those in which the analyst's position can be said to benefit from greater 
legal cerrainry: rhese are Italy, Germany, Brazi� Canada, and the United 
States_ 

In Italy there are rwo requirements for psychoanalytical practice: (i) a 
degree in medicine or in psychology, and (ii) permanent membership of 
one of a number of professional associations which benefit from legal 
recognition. It is only once an analyst has joined one of these associations 
that they are legally allowed to offer psychotherapy (which encompasses 
psychoanalysis too). However, psychoanalysis is not a legally recognized 
profession. In spite of this, there is Strong awareness on the part of 
analysts that their conduct is regulated by the Medical Code of Ethics in 
addition to the professional code of ethics set out in the Societa 
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PSicoanlllitia� Italianll (SPI) Code of Ethics. The Medical Code ol Ethics 
substantially overlaps w1th relevant legal provisions and the pro�sional 
rules, both the �fcdical Code and the SPJ code of ethics, arc recognized by 
the coum. Con<;equcnd)·, Italian psychoanalystS can be fully aware of �r 
posinon in rclanoo to the law; psychotherapy is a recognized profess1on 
bound by the general law relating to confidtntiality. 

Sunilarly in Ger,ony, in order to qualify as a psychoanalyst it is neces
sary to be a qualified psychologist or doctor. In addition, it is necessary to 
be certi6ed b)' the regu>nal association of doctors licensed b)' the pubtic 
insurance: syseem in Germany. The general laws relanng to any medical 
doctor or psychologist therefore cover any German psychoanalyst. 

In Brazil, as in Italy, psychoanalysis is not considered a 'pro�sion' in 
the strict sense. The majority of psychoanalytic societies are most!)' 
composed of doctors and psychol�ts, but a medical quahficaoon is not 
a prerequisite for psychoanalytical practicr. But despite the non-necessity 
ot such qualafteatlons, n IS generally aettpted that the rules apphcablc to 
doctors arc also applicable to psychoanalysts. The professional codes 
contam the same principles as those found in the Civ1l and Penal Codes 
regardmg breach of confidentiality. 

In CaMda, it is possible for an)' person to call him or herself a psycho
analyst or to set up a psychoanal)'tical practice; the term 'psychoanalyst' is 
neither registered nor licensed. Consequent�)• there is no legal regulation 
for those practising psychoanalysis. In practicr, psychoanalysts are often: 

(i) medical doctors, who require to be licrnscd and regulated; 
(u) psydlologists, who arc registered as such; or 
(iii) social workers belonging to a professional assooation or a college. 

In general, Canadian law does not distinguish significantly between 
medical doctors or non-medical analysu. Consequcndy ps)·chologisu, 
socJal workers, and family counsellors also practising as psydloanalysts 
would be held accountable to their professional bod1es-anal�'t1C or other
wise--by the coun. 

In the Unit�d Slat�s there are three major groups of psychoanalytic 
institutes which meet with recognition by the IPA: the American 
Po;ycho:tn:tlytic Asc;ociarion (APA), the Independent Po;ycho:tn:tlytic 
Socicoes (IPS), �nd the so-called Div1sion 39 of the American 
Psychological Association (Division 39).3 Membership is dependent upon 
obtaining a graduate degree in a mental health discipline such as psychia
try, psychology, or social work with advanced training. Affiliation with 

J Of these. by far the )argeg is the Amcncan PsydJoanalytiC As$ocwion 
clot�w.apsa.OfP wuh twcnty'<ight >D�ta�. lbe ConfederatiOn ol lnd�t 
Ps,.cbaualync: Socod:ics has foar insrinxcs and Dmsion 39 ol the Amcncan Psyd!olacical 
As:socia0011 chttp:Jiwww.divi5oon39.arp has ar � fin· UISDtut:c:s which are freestanding 
and independent. 
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any of these institutes is not compulsory, however; there arc a number of 
independent groups that require much less training and whose graduates 
still call themselves psychoanalysts. But, given that these are not recog
nized b)' the three major assoc1ations, there IS an element of uncertainty in 
the law as it relates to analysts. 

Until �ently there was virtu2Uy no licensing oi either the profession of 
ps)'cboana.lysis or ps)·chodtcrapy 10 the United States. Anyone in an)' ol 
the states could style themselves as practising either profession without 
oversight by the state licensing board. B)' contrast, there arc boards which 
govern the licensing of psycluat:rasts, psycholog�sts, social workers, nurse 
therapists, and so fonh. However, in recent years three states in the United 
States have passed a ps)·choanalyst licensing law; these arc Vermont, New 
York. and New Jersey. A similar bill is, at the time of writing, pending in 
Pennsylvania. 

In contrast to these jurisdictions, the legal position of psychoanalysts in 
Argentina and England is much less cenain. 

In Ar�ntina, there is no specific statutory regulation of psychoanalysis. 
National laws regulate the pracocc of medicine and psychology in the City 
of Buenos Aires. These laws arc interpreted by doctors and psychologisu 
practising psychoanalysis as regulating theu respective practice, but thiS 
approach has been neither confitmed nor challenged by any offiCial 
authority and lt IS ddftcult to prcdtct whether a judge would decide that 
psychoanalysts are sub)CCt to the obligations provided for in these statutes. 
No case law regarding the practiCe: or confidentiality of psychoanalysis or 
the confidentiality of psychoorulyttc ps)•chotherapy has been found in the 
published records of the Ar�none couns. As it relates to Argentina, this 
study is thcrdore restr1cttd to the rules relating to the practice of medicine 
and psychology in addJoon to general legal principles. 

In England and Wal�s, unlike 10 Argcnona, the majority of ps)·choaoa· 
lysu do not hold a medical qualification,• and many arc qualified in other 
mental health professions such as dmical psychology. Minimum require
menu for training are a degree or its equivalent and a background of rdc
vant clinical experience. L1kc Argcntma the Enghsh psychoanalytic 
profession is not regulated by statute (in contrast to the fnglish medical 
profession). lbere is no legal restriction on the use ol the term 'psycboana
lyst' and some non-lPA qualif.cd pracotioners adopt the title. A great deal 
of work has been undertaken, smcc the recommendauon of tbc Foster 
Repon in 1971,5 to reach agreement on the dcfiniuon and restriction of 
professjonal titles in this 6dd. More recently, the Psychotherapy Rill, 
introduced by Lord Alderdicc for the semnd time in the House of Lords in 

4 A rqm:R•taove ol BPAS has esor.atcd that approXIIIlardy 70 per CCK of psychoana
lyses do not bold a mcc5cal quaUficatKin. 

s &Jqtury inaJ � ,,.,aia IIN1 f:{f«U of SQcrrtcloD, Report by !;r John Fosttt QC 
CLA:mcba Scuionery Offia Dea:n�bcr 1971). 
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2001,6 has been superseded by the Government's decision ro regtster 
psychotherapy under the Health Prof�iocs Council. 

Currently IPA psychoanalrsts are registered under the British 
Confederauon of Psychotherapists, one of two umbrella organizations sa 
up to promote the definition of standards d selection training and profes· 
sional conduct for psychoanalystS and psychotherapists in the: UK, the 
other organjzation being the United JGngdom Council for Psychotherapy 
(UKCP). So far, attempts by noo-IPA qtuilified practitioners to regaster as 
psychoanalysts with either body bave failed. 

There exists no reported case law wbich deals spcci6cally with the 
psychoanalyst-patient rdationslup. For dus study, principles estabhshed 
from cases and commentaries relating to the doctor-patient or psydua
trist-paticnt rdationship or the law of confidentiality generally have been 
used. 

TraditionaUy, English couns have placed signjficant reliance on the 
General Medical Council (GMQ Gu1delines as a means d assessing the 
medical profession's behaviour? However, this must partly be attributed 
to the fact that tbese guidelines are created under statutory authority. 
Given the lack of regulanon of psychoanalysts in England, and the lack of 
reported C3SCS fact that there has never been a case directly involving a 
psychoanalyst, the extent to which English courts would recognize the 
British Psychoanalytacal Society's code of conduct or equate the conduct of 
psychoanalysis with that of the medK:al profession IS unccrtall. 

1he disparity between the regulatory regimes Ill each Jurisdiction 5 
marked. lt may b: that public regulation in all countries would create a 
level playing field when it comes to standards in patient treatment, thereby 
reducing the vulnerability of both patients and the profession. 
Furthermore, in some countries lack of pubiK: regulation and minimum 
qualification routes can be linked with the lack d legaJ certainty, which 
again makes the professton vulnerable. However, as previousJy suggested, 
legal crrtamty alone may not necessarily advance the 'psychoanalytic 
cause'. The law may simply set our provisions which cooflicr wtth ethical 
codes, imposing obligations and creating exttptions in rclation to breach
ing confidentiality ill cirrumstances where an analyst might prefer to malll
tatn it. lt is aJso interesting ro consider those countries where the codes 
substantially reflect the law, and therefore where the two are in harmony, 
and what this means in the context of the psychoanalytic rcqwrement to 
maintain patient confidentialjty wberever possible. 

40 Availabk 11 UUJTJiwww.parli;lmaJLt:hc-statioocry-offoa:.eo.uk/po.'ldl '�biUJ 
06812000061.11rm:>. 

1 Anilablt ar <hnp1/ ... -ww-emc-uJc.orp. 
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3. THE DUTY OF COSFIDE�TIALITY 

A duty of confidentiality towards the patient eJcists in the laws of each of 
the countries under review and in the professional rules Or Standards of all 
the psychoanalytical organizations which are the subject of this srudy. 
Such a duty even finds gencrali:zrd expression in international law. The 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights oi 19481 (which sets standards, 
rather man being legaUy binding) declares in Article 12 that no-Qne shall 
be subjea to arbttrary interkrence with their privacy, family, home, and 
correspondence. The Declaration has had a marked influencr upon the 
constitutions of many States and upon the fonnulation of subsequent 
human rights treaties and resolutions,' and much of Its content can be said 
to possess a customary law chuacter.IO 

In systems of law which owe their origin to Roman law-in continental 
Europe and Latin America-the law prov1dcs a specific right to confiden
tiality or privacy. In Germany, Brazil, and Argentina, for example, such a 
right is enshrined 111 the constitution. In the Anglo-American s�tems, 
hov.-aer, the equivalent rights have a less clear origm. In some cases they 
may be based on a statutory protectiOn of pnvacy, while in others they 
have their origin in the common law or equitable doctnncs which found 
the abilitv of the courtS to rcstralll breaches of confidence. The extent to 
wbich, �d the circumstances in which, the rights of confidence which 
exist under the law are subject tO e:xcrptions varies from country to coun
try, and this is the subject of more detailed assessment later in this paper. 
In very general terms, however, the protection seems to be more far-reach
ing and more highly respetted, and breaches of conhdentiality more likely 
to be VISited by penal sanctions, 1n those countries where the pron:ction of 
coofidentiahty is founded on express rights, as distinct from piecerneal 
protcerio:J arismg from the law of remedies.. 

likew1se, the proteCtiOn afforded by the codes of practicr or profes
sionaJ standards which apply to psychoanalysts varies from country ro 
country. So far as one can venture to generalize m this detailed area, it 
seems that the weaker the protection afforded by the general law, the more 
vigorous the expressions d the relevant codes or standards. Thus, in 
Germany, wh� the right to privacy has a strong basis in statuti; there is 

1 Antbbk • <hrrp-.Hwww.WI.orsf()vcrvic\\l�cs.hunb. 
' Foe example, the ln�maOO.W CoYmant on Cn1l and Polihcal Rlpts, adopted by n:so

luam 2200 (XXJ) of dlt Gmml A.swmbly of dlt Unucd NtiOr&, An 17; tht Unncd Natiom 
COII"enoon on IN R..ig)us of tht Child, adopr«< by the �Mnl Assmlbly on 20 �v I ,9, 
:\n 24; d!t 1950 Ellroptan Coa\-enoon a. Hwnan RchtS aJld FWldaJncn�J Frcaforns, Arc 8; 
and tbt Amtnc:an Con•cr1oon 011 Humaa JliBhrs 1969 !San jo!i de Costa R�a Pace), An 1 l. 

• .XC UJ( Forcicn and Conwnon.,.cahh Olfia: pubhcacion •Hoom;on Rla;f11s m F� 
Pohcy' Ut�tud Kingdom M.aun4J.s "' f'*"W� LAw (1991) 62 8rimll 'tearboolc of 
lnttmational �w 592. 
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no general code of practice which expressly guarantees confidentiality of a 
patient's commW1ications with his or her analyst. At the other end of the 
scale, in the United States where, despite the US Supreme Court's decision 
in ]a{fee 11 Redmond, the degree of protection afforded by law is W1Certain 
and variable from state to state, Article IV of the APA's Principles and 
Standards of Ethics for Psychoanalysts is rather specific in emphasizing the 
basic and essential nature of confidentiality for psychoanalytical practice. 

What is clear, however, is that confidentiality is universally regarded 
within the profession as an essential requirement for psychoanalysis. 

3.1 Italy 

In Italy, there are .several laws with application to analyst-patient confi
dentiality: the Act on Privacy 675/96, Article 622 of the Criminal Code, 
and Article 200 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Law 675/96 establishes a 
general system of data protection in Italy, covering data which exists in 
both electronic and hard copy. The law also establishes the Garante per la 
protezione dei dati personali, an independent body having, inter alia, the 
power to hear complaints, inspect premises and issue administrative penal
ties as well as cease and desist orders for violation of the law. Concurrent 
judicial protection is also established under law 675/96. 

Personal data is defined by Arriclc: 1 as 'any information relating to a 
natural or legal person, body or association, identified or identifiable 
directly or indirectly by reference to any other information, including a 
personal identification number'. 1be definition of data is also construed as 
covering images insofar as they relate to the identification of a person. The 
law provides that personal data subject to processing shall be: 

(i) processed fairly and lawfully; 
(ii) collected and stored for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes, 

and not further processed in a way incompatible with those purposes; 
(iii) accurate and, when necessary, kept up-to-date; 
(iv) adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for 

which they are collected or further processed; and 
(v) kept in a manner which allows identification of data subjects for no 

longer than necessary for the purposes for which the data were 
collected or for which they arc further processed. 

Under Law 675/96, as a general rule the data subject must freely consent 
to the processing. The data subject has the right to receive information on 
the processing of the data, and, in the case that the processing exceeds the 
purposes for which the data was given, such additional processing is to be 
expressly authorized by the data subject. Unlawful processing of personal 
data is a criminal offence under Article 35 of Law 67 5196. Article 622 of 
the Criminal Code (Codice Penale) states that: 
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(a]nyone who has the knowledge of oonfidenrial information, due to his state and 
role, or due to his own profession, and reveals it without true and just cause, or 
profits by it, is liable by punishment if a damage derives from this oa:urrence. 

There is no distinction in this obligation between Italian criminal and civil 
law. In Italian legislation the criminal code, criminal procedure code, civil 
code and civil procedure code are ruled by the same basic principles 
regarding confidentiality in its broader sense, which stems from Article 
622 of the Criminal Code. 

Professional codes applicable to Italian analysts reflect the legal position 
on confidentiality, although their breach is dealt with differently. There are 
two main sources of professional obligation: the Medical Code of Ethics 
and the SPI Code of Ethics.1 1  

In Italy, t he  professional codes state that communications between the 
psychoanalyst and the patient are bound by a duty of confidentiality irre
spective of the fonn such communications take. This duty is ser out in the 
in Articles 8 (e), 13(2) and 15 of the SPI Code of Ethics,l2 which reflect 
Artide 9(1) and (5) of the Medical Code of Ethics at Article 9, paragraphs 
1 and 5. The consequence of these provisions is that the doctor or analyst 
must keep all he has been told by the patient strictly confidential. He must 
also keep all his professional services strictly confidential, respecting the 
principles of the law. 

3.2 Germany 

In German law, privacy (privatsphiire) is considered as being an integral 
part of a person's general personality right (allgemeines Persiinlich
keitsrecht). The general personality right which exists as a matter of princi
ple for legal entities as weJI as individuals is guaranteed in Article 2(1) read 
in conjunction with Article 1(1) of the Basic Law (Grundgezetz), 
Germany's constitution. Articles 2(1) and 1 (1) of the Basic Law protect 
everyone's right to the free development of his or her personality insofar as 
that person does not violate the rights of others and does not breach the 
constitutional order of moral standards. The constitution further warrants 

11 Available ar ..hn:p:l/ www.spiweb.ir>-. 
12 Art 8(e) reads: 'An ethical offence consosts in . . .  breaches of professional seaecy'; Art 

13 srares rh at 'I tlhe confidenrialiry of the pariem and his or her anonymity must be protected 
and guaran teed under all circumstaoces, in ac:adetTic publicatK>i't$ as well as discussions with 
colleagues. The confidenrialiry of the parienr's communications must al<io be prorected 
through the anal)5t's safeguardi��g and control of wrin:en texts or ncxes regarding the tTeat
menf, ensunng in advance, in rhe case of the analyst's death, dw a family memher or a 
colleague assumes the same task'; and Arr 15 sripubres dw: 'In the event the analyst i. caled 
upon to tesrify befae judicoal authorities, and is asked ro reveal reserved information 
concerning a parienr, he musr use all the legal means available to ham ro defend his obligarion 
ro respect professional confidentialiry.' 
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that the dignity of man is inviolable and that it is the duty of all State 
authorities to respect and protect such dignity. 

The Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesgerichtshof) has further held 
that as a consequence of the general personality right, the individual is 
entitled to ask the State and courts for protection and that the civil courtS 
have to observe in their decision-making the constitutional guarantees in 
order to determine their value determining character (wertsetunder 
Cehalt) in the application of the law. 

Whilst the Constitution guarantees a general right to privacy-and 
appropriate sanctions for its violation-there is no formal code of conduct 
in place for the psychoanalytic profession which might deal specifically 
with the issue. More fundamentally, there is no universally applicable code 
of conduct for medical practitioners or psychoanalysts. To be in place, 
such guidelines (richtlinien) would require to be drawn up by private asso
ciations of docrors, the Federal Chamber of Medical Practitioners 
( Bundesiirztekammer) or the Federal Chamber of Psychological 
Psychotherapists (Bu ndespsychotherapeutenkammer). As yet no such 
guidelines have been drawn up by any of these bodies which specifically 
address the issue of confidentiality _IJ 

However, the obligation on analysts to treat their patients' personal 
data confidentially forms an essential part of their training. This duty is 
based on the obligations that attach to the professional status of a doctor 
or psychologist, which are found in the code of conduct for the medical 
profession. And in �rman law the duty to maintain confidentiality 
(schwergepflrcht) is one of the basic ethjcal and legal obligations of any 
medical doctor or psychological therapist doing any kind of medical or 
psychotherapeutic treatment with a patient. lt is part of a set of general 
state of the art rules (kunstregeln) and obligations of care and diligence 
(sorgfallsp{bchten) to be kept in any treatment. These ethics and rules are 
developed pnmarily in the professional field and usually incorporated into 
a voluntary 'ethics code' or 'professional guidelines' by the associations of 
doctors and psychotherapists. Violations of these rules and guidelines are 
usually dealt with by disciplinary procedures on the basis of traditional 
rules of professional conduct (standesrecht). In addition, most of these 
rules and guidelines do develop a legal character where their breach forms 
the basis for actions for damages under contract and tort law.14 

U Cercun guedelines have been drafted by !he joint Federal Commess1on of Medical 
Pracunoners and Health Insurance Companees (Bundesausschuss dtr Arve und 
KrankP!kaswr) and 1mplemenred by Ans 91 and 92 of the SoVIIIgt�ubuch 5 (SG8 5, vol 
55) Unw�vtr, ��� ort only hinding on pr.�cririnners rre•uing parienrs wuhen r� rr:untwnrlc 
of the pubhc health insurance system (Cesetz/iche KrankeniJintchenmg) 1n which fees are 
paid d1rectly to practitioners by their association (Kassendn.drche Ver�tagung). Such gwde· 
hncs have hccn p�tl in rdariun tu psyd.othcrapy in accurdancc: wuh An 92 of SGB 5. In 
these, however, no mennon 1s made of conftdenriatity. 

14 For example, ss 823 and 830 of the Civil Code (8iirgerltd>es Ce�ubuch). 
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ln tenns of sanctions for breach of confidentia6ty, where the rules are 
founded in the Crundgesetz, their breach is punishable under criminal 
statute law, such as where there is a lack of informed consent about any 
treatment or therapeutic measure or in cases of violation of the duty to 
maintain confidentiality. In the latter case Article 203 of the Criminal Code 
(Strafgesetzbuch) applies. Trus provides for punishment up to 5 years' 
imprisonment if the doctor or psychotherapist unwarrantedly discloses any 
secret (privatgeheimnis) which has been oonfidcd or disclosed to him (a) in 
his capacity as a therapist and in (b) the course of treatment. The term 
privatgeheimnrs appljes to the information on the patient's identity, 
personal details, diagnoses, trearment, and results. Even the simple fact that 
he or she is undergoing psychoanalysis falls within the definition of privat
geheimnis. From this one can conclude that-to the extent to which they 
have been adopted-the �rman medical profession's guidelines are similar 
to Italy's insofar as they reflect the legal position on confidentia)jty. 

3.3 Brazil 

In Braz.il, a general right to privacy is set out in Article 5, items X and XII 
of the 1988 Federal Constitution. Item X guarantees the inviolability of 
the intimacy, private life, honour, and image of persons, as well as 
compensation for any resulting material or moral damages in the event of 
violation. Item XJI guarantees the secrecy of the postal service and 
communication of data by telephone or other telegraphic means, except in 
the case of a judicial order. There is also a legal duty in Brazilian law to 
maintain confidentiaUty in all communications between psychoanalyst and 
the patient. There is no distinction in law as to the form of the communi
cation, and consequently this could be said to apply to the psychoanalyst's 
own thoughts and observations about the patient. 

The regulation of confidentia6ty in the! professional codes is modelled 
on the equivalent legal provisions. Articles 102, 106, and 108 of the Code 
of Ethics contain principles that are broadly coterminous with Article 229 
of the Civil Code, Article 406 11 of the Civil Procedure Code, and Article 
154 of the Penal Code. 

Article 102 of the Code of Ethics states that at is forbidden fO£ the 
psychoanalyst to 'disclose information that has come to knowledge by 
means of professional practice, except for just cause, legal duty or express 
authorization of the patient'. Article 106 stipulates that it is not permitted 
for the psychoanalyst to disclose to an insurance company any information 
on the circumstances regarding a patient's death beyond those included in 
the death certificate, except with express authorization by the legal respon
sible or successor. And Article 108 forbids the psychoanalyst from permit
ting the handling of any document regarding the patient related to medical 
secrecy, by persons not bound by the same ob6gations of confidentiality. 
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Article 229 of the Civil Code stares that a person cannot be obliged to 
give evidence of facrs which are requited ro be kept secret on rhe gro1.11ds 
of one's position or profession. Similarly, Article 406 11 of the Civil 
Procedure Code srares that a witness is not obliged to give evidence about 
facts that he or she is obiged to keep secret on the basis of his or her posi
tion or profession. Finally, Article 154 of the Penal Code prohibits the 
cisclosure without just cause of confidenriaJ information that one is privy 
to by virtue of occupation or profession, and which may cause harm to 
another. 

Arride 105 of the Brazilian code of educs sets out requirements for the 
maintenance of confidentiality in any kind of communication between the 
psychoanaJyst and the patient. k does not matter if the information is in 
written or other permanent form. This rule also applies to the psychoana
lyst's own thoughts and observations about the patient. 

3.4 Canada 

Because of its federal nature, any treatment of the Canadian concept of 
privacy-and by e:xtension the dmy of confidentiality-requ.tus considera
tion of federal and provincial legisJative jurisdictions as well as common 
and civil law initiatives. 

Federal constitutional and legislative provi.sions that rdatt to pnvacy 
issues may be characterized as public law, especially in the context of crim
inal law sanctions, an exclusivdy fede.ral jurisdiction. On the other band, 
common law and (in Quebec) civil law is an exclusively rrovinciaJ consti
tutional jurisdiction concerning private law relationships. Given that the 
relationship between analyst and patient is typicaly of a private law char
acter, the content of provincial legislation on privacy is of greater concern 
to this study. On the wbole, there is little direct protection of privacy at 
common law in Canada. In only four common law provinces has legisla
tion created 'statutory torts of privacy', limited essentiaJly to private rela
tionships.15 

In specific circumstances, however, confidentiality may be thought of as 
part of a professional's gene.ral duty of care, which is viewed as fundamen
tal by the courts. In Quebec, for example, this is embraced by the Civil 
Code; other Provinces have confidentiality statutes. The obligation d 
confidentiality applies to all relevant communications and forms of infor
mation, induding rhe analyst's own private thoughts or observations. 

Insofar as the psychoanalytic profession i!> concerned, psychoanalysts 
are expected to adhere 10 tbe Canadian Psychoanalytic Society's Principles 

u Sc:r Pnncy Act RSBC 1996. c 373; Privacy Act, RSM 1917, c P-125; Priucy Act. 
�Rd RS, 1990 c P-22 and Pm-acy Act RSS, !978, c P-24. 
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of Ethic.s for Psychoan.aiysts16 which srarc i n  section 1((0) (Protection of 
Confidentiality) that 

(a) psychoanalySl shaU respect the confidentiality ol his paticnr's information and 
doc:umems. . . . When a psychoanai)·St uses C4lSe ma.tC'fW in exchanges with 
colleagues for scientific. educariona.l oi consulur�·t puipOses. he should rnakr 
�·cry reasonable effort eo cn.su.re mar rhe idtnmy of the analysand is pr<Xected. 

Other than this obligation there exist no other professional rules for 
analysts relating to the duty of coofidenriaity towards patients or main
taining confidentiality. 

3.5 United Stares 

There is no explicit right ro privacy in the United States Constitution. lbe 
Supreme Court has ruled that tbc:re is a limited constitutional right of 
pnvacy based on stveral provisions in the BiU of Rights. 

The branch of the invasion of privacy tort known as 'disdosure of 
private facrs' imposes liability for the disstminarion of embarrassing and 
true private faas regarding an individual's life. This occurs where there 
has been a commmicarion which satisfies four criteria: 

(i) it must be public; 
(ii) it must identify the plaintiff; 
(iii) it must disclose facts which 't\-"CJ'C private; and 
(iv) the disclosure of the facts must be highly offensive to a reasonable 

person-which is an objecrive rest. 

According to the professional code, all patient information and records are 
expected 10 be kept confidential and not released without the patient's 
authorization. The form of such information is immaterial. 

lbe American Ps)·choanalytic Association's Principles and Standards of 
Ethics for Psychoanalysts state in Artide JV that confidentiality of the 
par:ic:nt's communications is a basic patient's right and an essential condition 
for effecti"VC psychoanalytic treannem and research. A psychoanalyst must 
take all measures necessary to not reveal present or former patient confi
dences without permission. nor discuss the particularities observed or 
inferred about patients outside consultative, educational, or scicnrifte 
contexts. If a psychoanalyst uses case material in exchanges with coUeagues 
for consultative, educational or scientific purposes, the identity of the patient 
must be sufficiently disguised to prevent identification of the individual, or 
the patient's authorization must be obtained afa:r frank discussion of tbe 
purpose(s) of the presentation, other oprions, the probable risks and beodits 
to rhe patient, and the patient's right to refuse or withdraw consent. 
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3.6 Argentina 

Whilst there exist codes of conduct for the various psychoanalytic associ
ations in Argentina, they do not give a thorough treatment of the 
approach their members should adopt in relation to analyst-patient 
confidentiality. The APdeBA Code of Ethics considers confidentiality as 
an essential condition of the psychoanalytic treatment. However, that 
document neither defines nor explicitly regulates confidentiality in the 
psychoanalytical process. By contrast, the Argentine Psychoanalytic 
Association's Code of Ethics provides in paragraph 3 that 

(p)sychoanalysts will respect the confidentiality of the information and the docu
ments of their patients, in accordance with legal and professional rules, and 
taking into account their validity and appropriateness ro the situation. 

There are a number of legal duties which, subject to sufficient recogni
tion of the profession, may be construed as governing the obligation of 
confidentiality owed by the analyst towards the patient. The first, and 
most fundamental, is the Argentine Constitution itself in which the duty 
of professional confidentiality may be understood as a protection of the 
constitutional and legal right to privacy. 17 Articles 18 and 19 of the 
National Constitution circumscribe the general right to privacy. They 
read, in relevant part, as follows 

Article 1 8 :  a person's domicile may nor be violated nor may their correspon
dence, letters or private papers or documents; a law shall determine in which 
cases and on which grounds they may be seized and opened 

Article 19: the private acrs of individuals which do nor adversely affect public 
order or morality, nor harm a third person, are only subject eo the judgment of 
God, and out of the reach of judges. 

Article 156 of the Criminal Code addresses the duty to uphold privacy 
which falls to those who possess confidential information by virtue of 
their profession: 

Any person who, due eo their status, occupation, employmenc. profession or art, 
knows any secret, the disclosure of which may cause any injury, and discloses it 
without reasonable cause, shall be punished with a fine from 1,500 to 90,000 
pesos and shall be disqualified from rheir profession. 

One author speaks of a 'psychological privacy' deriving out of this 
constitutional right to privacy, which includes the 'right to privacy of 
customs, affections, states of pleasure and pain, and personal experiences 
a person wishes to preserve in secrecy'. IS 

17 The Argentine National Constitution was enacred on I M2y 1853 and subsequently 
amended in 1860, 11166, 195 1,and 1994. 

11 Roherto Sagayo 'El secrao matico' ('The: Medical Secret' I Jurisf'udencia ltfgentina 
2001-IV-1273 
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In addition to the constitutionally based right to confidentiality, there 
are also a number of statutes in which the obligation is reinforced Article 
1071 bis of the Civil Code19 establishes that: 

If a person arbitrarily interferes in other people's life publishing ponraits, spread
ing correspondence, tormenting others in their customs or affections, and provided 
rhe action is nO£ a criminal offence, rhar person shall be: obliged ro cease in rhose 
activities, if he has not yet ceased., and to pay a compensation established with 
equity by the judge. Upon request of the offended person, the: judge may also order 
the publication of the judgment in a local newspaper, should this be needed for an 
adequate compensation. 

Article 444 of the National Civil and Commercial Code of Procedure 
states that when giving evidence '(t]he witness may refuse to answer ques
tions . . . .  If he is unable to respond without disclosing a professional, mili
tary, scientific, anistic, or industrial secret.' 

Finally, there are. provisions in legislation which apply to the medical 
and psychological professions and which may be applicable in a psychoan
alytical context. Article 1 1  of l.aw No 1 7.132 regulating the practiC(' of 
medicine establishes that '(i]nformation received by persons whose activity 
is hereby regulated, in the course of their practice, may not be disclosed.' 

Article 8 of Law No. 23.277 regulating the practice of psychology estab
lishes that 

[p)sychology professionals are obliged to: [k)ec:p the most rigorous professional 
secret over any prescription or act they perform in accordance with their specific 
work, and over the data or fact communicated to them on the basis of their profes
sional activity, related to physical, psychologica� or ideological aspects of persons. 

3.7 England and Wales 

ln England and Wales, analysts are bound by the Ethical Code of the 
British Psychoanalytical Society, which specifies that: 

[p)sychoanalysts, srudents and staff members must respect the confidentiality of 
pati�fs information and documents.. Except when clinically necessary, patient's 
anonymity must be: preserved at all times.20 

The legal basis for the obligation of confidence in English law is uncertain. 
However, the coum tend to approach confidentiality on the hasis of a 
specific equitable obligation to keep a patient's details secret. 21 

17 Incorporated into the: Civil Code by Law 21.713 enacred on 15 Oct 1975. 
20 P:tra2 I·L 
1l Akennativc: legal bases could be contractual, either express or Implied, or the: general 

duty o( care: in negligence. The: law of confidence resting on an equitable principle:, rather 
than rorr, is to be: found in Kiuchnology BV 11 Uniwr GmbH Plastmaschinen J 199SJ FSR 
765 in the: speech of Evans LJ. Sec: WHV Rogers Win(u!ld 6- Jolowic:t. on Tor1 (16rh edn 
London Sweet & Maxwcl 2002), at 483. The equitable: obliprion is particularly imporrant 
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Three conditions must be satisfied for this obligation to apply: 

(i) the information must be of a confidential nature (this presents no 
difficulty for the content of the analyst and patient's discussions); 

(ii) informanon imparted in circumstances importing an obligation of 
confidence (well estabtished that doctor-patient relationship comes 
within this and would evidently apply to psychoanalyst-patient rela
tionship); and 

(i1i) lt IS probably necessary that the subject would suffer from the 
breach-an invasion of personal privacy will suffice. 22 

Recent cases have considered information obtained and recorded by other 
health professionals and concluded that they too are relationships built on 
a legal expectation of confidence. In v�bl�s V News Group 
N�wspap�rsll Dame Elizabeth Butk:r Sloss stated, in relation to health 
information on the claimants, that 

[a)ll mformauon about the claimants, whether during their detention or at any 
other time, whether by records or otherwise, which relates to their medical, 
psychological or therapeutic care is, in principle, confidential. That confidentiality 
would in my VIew extend to an, or any other form of therapy, and to all those 
takmg pan in group therapy, and n<X only the therapist. 

4. CIRC UMSTANCES I N  WHICH CONFIDENTIALITY MUST 
BE BREACHED BY LAW: COMPATIBILITY WITII 

PROFESSIONAL GUIDELINES 

There are some key similarities between a number of the countries relanng 
to Situations m which a psychoanalyst would be obhged legally to disclose 
information. This obligation arises where the general prohibition on 
disclosure tS overridden by other considerations. For instance, in Italy, 
Germany, Canada, and the United States this obhgatlon anses where a 
senous crime is being contemplated against a third parry (although this 
need not be contemplated by the patient). 

m the hcalthcarc rontcxt as the majority of paricru:s do nor sec private docun and therefore 
no contract CX15ts. Because psychoanalysis is n<X available publicly thro��&h the Natoonal 
llcahh Scn��cc, a pnlr.lltc contract will nearly always exist between the partocs. Therefore an 
omphed term of confidenriaity would exiSt, in addirion to any equitable obhgauon. 

ll Sec M"garet, Duchess of Argyll v Duke of Argyl/ 119651 1 All ER 611. The need for 
detnment was left open in A..C 11 GuardUm (no 2) ('Spytatchd) 639-40 (a ease of public 
inrereSI ptmectons soverrvnenr confidence). Accordins to Toulson and Phoppc. in 
Confldmt.abty (1996), in case5 of private confidences, disclosure need n<X be po51nvely 
harmful provided the confider has 5ufficient inreresr m maontainong the confidence, whereas 
on the case or pubhc oonfidei'IOes, as 111 the Sf7YC4l.Chtr case itsclr, disclosure must he in1unous 
to the public mtcrcst. 

u 120011 Fam 4JO; I200 1 J I All ER 908 at para 30. 
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The extent of this rule: varies from country to country: in Italy, any 
crime to be committed by a third parry (but not the patient) of which the 
analyst becomes aware of must be disclosed to the rek:vant authorities; in 
Germany the intention to commit a serious (;rime such as murder (includ
ing by the patient) must be disclosed by a doctor; in Canada, where a real 
danger exists for a third parry, aga.m disclosure tS required; similarly in the 
Uniud Stat�s where the patient represents a significant threat to another 
person, the analyst has a duty to warn that person. In England, no such 
general obligation exists, and there is no duty to report contemplated 
crimes generally; a statutory exception exists in relation to a threat of 
terrorism-such information which must be disclosed. Similarly, in 
Argentina, there is no duty to report cnmes generaJiy, with exceptions 
where there are obtiganons to prevent harm to minors, the elderly, handi
capped, and the k:gally disabled in the context of domestic violence. 

Other examples where there IS a spec1fic obligation to disclose include 
where the doctor or analyst becomes aware of a patient with an infectious 
disease. This is the case in Germany, Brazil, Canada, Argentina, and 
England and Wales. Admittedly this is more likely to affect a doctor than 
an analyst but could apply to an analyst as well. Furthermore, an analyst 
discovering that sexual abuse is being committed against a minor is 
another reason for obligatory disclosure in Italy, Brazil, and Canada. Such 
k:gal obligations to d1sclose are someumes in confbct with the analyst's 
professional code or established practice. 

4.1 Italy 

Artide 365 of the Crirnmal Code states that 

the health professional who, during hts professtonal services knows facts which can 
show criminal charactcnstiCS 1/alttSpeae crunmosa) and does nOl rcfu to or is late 
in referring it to Judtcial AUlhonty, as l12ble to pumshment. 

This means that there is a duty to drsclose if the crime is being committed 
by a third parry against the patient or someone else. However, liability is 
exduded in the case where the author of the crime is the patient, and the 
analyst must never expose the patient to the risk of liability and punish· 
ment. Furthermore, the psychoanalyst is subject to the universal duty to 
report actual crimes committed against a patient (tf the latter reports so) to 
the social control agencies for adequate investigation. For example, in the 
case of sexual abuse against a minor, who is one of his or her parienrs, rhe 
psychoanalyst has to report this. This is not considered to be a breach of 
confidenriatiry, but on the contrary a tool to safeguard the patient, who in 
this case is the victim. 

The Italian Medical Code of Erhics sets out circumstances in which 
breach of confidentiatiry may be justified, namely where there is a 'true 
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and just cause'. This wiJI be set out in further detaiJ in the next section, but 
just cause may derive from the absolute necessity of the doctor or analyst 
to safeguard the life or health of third parties, even in the face of the 
patient's refusal, but only after obtaining the authorization from the 
Authority for the Protection of Privacy. 

4.2 Germany 

In German law there is only one situation in which there is an obligation 
to breach confidentiality. This is the general obligation, set out in Section 
138 StGB, for every citizen to report serious crimes to law enforcement 
authorities. 24 At the time of writing there are moves to include certain 
sexual offences among such crimes, which would cause the obligation to 
report to be of greater rdevance for the psychoanalyst. That said, section 
139 m StGB stipulates that medical doctors or psychotherapists are 
exempt from the obligation to report such crimes where planned or 
committed by a patient if the former has made serious attempts to prevent 
commission by the latter. There is, however, a legal obligation to report 
sexually transferable diseases and there is often a contractual requirement 
to report certain data to the insurance companies system. 

As there is no formal code of conduct for psychoanalysts in Germany, it 
has been submitted that each case would be assessed on its merits, weigh
ing the avoidance of physical or mental damage against the requirements 
of analysis. lt is clear that there may be a strong inclination on the part of 
the analyst to disclose if the safety of another person was jeopardized. But 
given that there is no legal duty which matches this sense of professional 
obligation, there can be said to exist a tension between the former and 
latter. 

4.3 Brazil 

In Brazil there is a legal duty to breach confidentiality where compulsory 
notification to public authorities is required, namely in the case of certain 
serious djseases or in the case of sexuaJ abuse against minors. 

The psychoanalyst is also obliged to breach confidentiality when a 
public authority declares that a crime was committed by the patient and 
the psychoanalyst is called as a witness.25 Under these circumstances the 

H This concerns capita� violent, and other very dangerous crimes. There is a distincrion 
hetween conten..,lated crimes and those already committed. There is only an ohligation in 
relation ro rhe former. Nor reportins such a crime can be punished he imprisonment of up ro 
5 )'eat'S. 

25 In Brazil, the analyst is nor allowed 10 hring criminal proceedin� against his patient 
(Feder21 Medical Council Resolution 999180 Art 2� However, three exceptions to the rule 
exist: legal dury; just cause or patient consent. If ir is nor one of the three situations, the 
analyst has 10 maintain confidentiality. 
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analyst acts in his capacity a s  a citizen, with the appropriate legal duty to 
provide information. Here, the interests of the wider commuruty are held 
to override those of the patient. However, in acting as a witness an analyst 
is only obliged to disclose facts about the patient which relate to the crime; 
he or she is not under a duty to inform the court about the treatment 
received by the patient. 

The Code of Ethics (which is not specific to psychoanalysts but also 
applies to medical doctors and psychologists) forbids disclosure of any fact 
about the patient of which the analyst has gained knowledge through 
professional means. There are certajn exceptions, however, which reflect 
the legal position on breaching confidentiality. Therefore in Brazil there is 
no conf�ct between the law and the Code of Ethics so far as analysts are 
concerned 

4.4 Canada 

The analyst has a duty to warn in the case of danger to third parties if 
there is: 

(i) a serious risk; 
(ii) the danger is imminent; 
(iii) there is no other means of preventing it; and 
(iv) the analyst knows the identity of the third party. 

Fulfilment of this duty should be proportionate, however; and disclosure 
should only be made so long as it is necessary to prevent harm. These 
criteria were defined by the Supreme Court in Smith v jones.26 In addition 
to this duty to warn, it is also necessary for analysts to report abuse of 
minors or the presence of certain infectious diseases. 

However, in the Canadian Psychoanalytic Society's Principles of Ethics 
for Psychoanalysts no exceptions to the confidentiality rule are listed. The 
reasoning for this is threefold. First, it was thought that because the 
making of exceptions is based on professional judgment as defined by 
acceptable and usual practicet there was little advantage in attempting to 
define sudl exceptions. Secondly, it was thought that setting out precisely 
what constituted exceptions wouJd result in psychoanalysts adhering to the 
letter of the Code rather than their own judgment. Thirdly, it was thought 
that defining those instances where confidentiality could be overridden 
would make psychoanalysts more prone to complaints that they had 
breached the Code. Moreover, it would be more difficult for the psychoan
alytic society or institute to defend an analyst on the basis of usual and 
acceptable practice based on good professional judgement if there was too 
much detail in the Code. 

16 119991 1 SCR 455. 
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For a similar reason, the phrase, 'except as required by law' was deleted 
in the: Canadian Code:. For example:, a psychoanalyst may decide: to refuse: 
an order to testify in court for confidentiality or patient care reasons and 
accept the consequences. If the phrase 'except as required by law' is not 
included in the psychoanalytic code than the analyst would not be breach
ing the ethical code and could be supported by the society in the decision 
to refuse to testify. This is a clear example of significant divergence 
between the professional body's approach to maintaining patient confiden
tiality and the demands of the law. 

4.5 United States 

The Tarasoff case established that there is a specific duty to warn if a 
patient makes a threat to a third party.27 Similarly, if a patient declares his 
or her intent to commit a crime. this is also a reason for mandatory report
ing. The broader principle behind Tarasoff is that if one person believes 
that significant harm will come to another, mandatory reporting is neces
sary-regardless of whether the identity of the latter is known. Here, the 
professional rules of the American Psychoanalytic Association reflect the 
law. 

However, there is some variance on how restrictively the Tarasoff 
ruling should be interpreted. Originally it appeared that the effect of the 
judgment was that a relationship between a psychotherapist and a mental 
patient could generate a duty of reasonable care on the part of the thera
pist. This would entail that the therapist should take steps to guard against 
foreseeable harms the patient might do to a third party with whom the 
therapist had no relationship.28 However, in the case of Thompson v 
County of Alameda29 the Californian Supreme Court reinterpreted the 
Tarasoff rule as requiring the therapist to have a relationship with both the 
patient and potential victim. Were this position to be adopted, the situa
tion in the United States would be rendered very similar to that of Canada. 

It should also be noted that sexual and child abuse is also subject to 
mandatory reporting in the United States. 

4.6 Argentina 

The law in Argentina takes a proportionate view to the maintenance of 
confidentiality. Article 12 of Law No 17.132 states that 

l7 Taraso(fvCounryof Alameda(l176) 17 Cal .ld  425,551 P 2d 334 
21 6 Markesinis and S Deakin Tort LAw (4th edn Oxford Oarendon Press 19991 at 

227. 
� (191!0) 27 Cal .3d 741,614 p 2d 721!. 
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(t)he obligation to mainrain professional confidentiality is absolute. lt may only be 
broken when special or general norms so request it or when rhe breach constirutes 
an attempt to avoid a greater and aaual social hann . . .  or in case of infeaious 
diseases. 

One such exception is set out in Law 24.417, whose object is the preven
tion of domestic violence. Article 2 states that 

{w)hen the harmed persons are minors, legally disabled, old or handicapped, the 
actions must be reponed by their representatives or the stare prosecutors. This 
obligation will apply also ro social or educational services, public or private, health 
professionals, and all public officers in the exercise of their roles. The minor or 
disabled may also give notice ro the state representative (Ministerio Publico]. 

Only in relation to the analysis of minors does the Argentine code of ethics 
reflect in part this legal duty to inform when a minor is at risk of family 
violence. Although normally in the analysis of children and adolescents the 
information provided to the family must be evaluated taking into account 
the right of the family in charge of the child as weU as the right of the child 
to the maintenance of his 'privacy'(even vis-a-vis his guardians), in the case 
of harmful situations for the health or personal integrity of a child or 
adolescent (such as sexual harassment, severe addictions, criminal, or 
other dangerous situations) the criteria must be refined and the guardians 
of the child or the person with disabilities must be informed, 

4.7 England and Wales 

There are several statutory exceptions to the duty of confidentiality, some 
of which affect the medical profession but which are unlikely to affect the 
psychoanalytic profession.30 There are also certain, limited, statutory 
exceptions to confidentiality which might have application to psychoana
lysts. Examples include where a person is bound to provide the police on 
request with any information that might identify a driver who is alleged to 
have committed a driving offence, set out in the Road Traffic Act 1 988.31 
This was held to apply to health professionals in Hunter v Mann.32 
Alternatively, the Terrorism Act 2000 stipulates that a person is bound to 
disclose as soon as reasonably practicable suspicions of a person being 
involved in a tenorist activity, including where his belief or suspicion is 
from information which comes to his attention in the: course: of a trade:, 
profession, business, or employment.33 

.10 For example, the duty on a doctor to disclose to the relevant pub&c authority if they 
are confronred with an actual or suspected case of a panicular mfecrious disease as set out in 
the Public Health (Control of Diseases) Act 1 '1114 and Public Heal rh (Infectious Diseases) 
Regularions 1981! (SI 1 988 No 1546). 

31 Section 1 72. 
J2 1 1 9741 QB 767. 
ll Sections 19 and 20. 
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According to the BPAS Code, there is a basic responsibiJiry upon the 
analyst to preserve the patient's confidentiality,34 and io pracoce analysts 
go to great lengths to do this. In each case, hov.·evcr, professional discre
tion might lead an analyst--usuaUy after comultatioo with a senior 
colleague-to break confidentiality if it were fdt to be in the patient's 
inter� An �pi� might be w� a patient came to a �ion uying 
tbat she bad just taken some tablets with a view to killing herself, or in the 
case of the patient suffering a major psychotic breakdown. In any such 
cases, the aim would be to disclose the minimum necessary information. 

The BP AS Code �rmits the psychoanalyst to consider a breach of 
confidentiality when it is in the best interests of the patient, but there is 
never an ob6gation to do so. By contrast, the statutes set out above oblige 
disclosure in the interests of the Stare, public safety, and the adnurustration 
of justice However, it is suggested that disclosure demanded bv law but in 
conflict with the Code would not be in the interests of the patient; pa.rt of 
the therapeutic process is to allow such tendencies to emerge in order that 
they can be made more manageable 

5 .  C I R C U MSTANCES IN WHICH A BREACH OF 
CONFIDENTIALITY MAY BE LEG ALLY JUSTIFIED 

This section outlines the general circumstances under which a breach of 
confidentiality may be legally justified. Certain other examples where 
confidentiality may be breached which stem from psychoanalytic practice 
will be set out in the next section. 

In all seven jurisdiCtions the law bas the effa:t of justi�-i.ng a breach ci 
confi�e?tiality where the patient presents a serious risk to (i) public safety 
(as dJSttnct from a s�cifically contemplated crime, which often necessi· 
tares disclosure (see Secrion 4 above)) or (ii) a third party (which apphes in 
those jurisdictions where there would otherwise be no positive duty to do 
so). The principles are realised differently, but the similarities are obvious. 
Certain countries phrase it broadly: in Italy, it is where there is a 'true and 
just cause'; in BrazjJ, where there is 'just cause'; in Arg�ntina, where there 
is a 'greater social harm'; in England and Wales, where there is a 'public 
interest' in cisclosing; and in G�ny where thett is danger to a legally 
defmed good with a bigber value tban the patient's private interest exists. 
In Canada and the Vnit�d Staus the law deals more �cifically with 
imminent danger or wbere there is a threat to public safety. In most of tbe 
countries, this legal justification is also reAected io the codes. However, io 
England and Canada, u previously seen, disclosure in rhcsc citcunmaoces 
is never explicitly encouraged in the professional codes. 

l4 BPAS Code.s 3. 
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5.1 Italy 

Article 622 of the Criminal Code makes dear tbat Italian law wiU not 
pt.nish a breach of confide:nrialiry where a 'true and just cause' exists for 
an analyst to do so. 35 In addition, criminal responsibility can be negated if 
the situation can be said to represent a 'state of necessity'. Tbis is set out in 
Article 54 of the Code: 
Th� anhor of a catain crime cannol be punishrd if h� has be�n forcal to do so 
due 1> tbe necessity to sav� �If or othm £ran tbe actiUJI risk of a severe 
petSOIUJI mjury. This n.k must nor be ca�d by him, mu.s1 net 1H otbmuue ai/Oid· 
abk. The crime cornmiued has to be in proportion to the above risk of sev�� 
personal injury (em,ilasis add�� 

It is clear from this that the analyst would be justified in breaching confi
demiality if the risk is sufficiently severe. lt is also clear that for a state of 
necessity to exist the crime must be prospective; regardless of their sever
ity, past crimes cannot be disclosed. 

The Italian Code of Medical Ethics embraces the notion of 'true and 
jusr cause' and is therefore broadly coterminous with Article 622 of the 
Criminal Code However, it qualifies the concept by reference to 'im�r
ative' and ·�rmissive' just causes. J6 lm�rative just cause obliges a 
health care professional to reveal confidential information in certain 
circumstances which include, for example, certificates and obligatory 
health statements, the expert's report and technical consulting, and 
medico-legal examinatiom for the public administration. Permissive just 
cause allows but does oot require the revealing of confidential informa
tion. This covers those instances expressly provided for in the Criminal 
Code, such as unavoidable accident or force ma;�. self-defence, physj. 
cal force, tbe consent of the entitled party (which will usually be that of 
the patient). 

Furthermore, the analyst has a discretion to breach confidentialitv when 
he considers that the patient's condjrion is sufficiently severe ro �equire 
compulsory hospitaljzation. The Medical Code of Ethics makes exp&cit 
reference to these laws (Acts 180 and 833 of the laws regulating health). 

S.l Cmrumy 
A breach of confidentiality may be legally justified on the basis of Article 
34 StGB. This is the case when any legally defined 'good' (rechtsgut) 
which is considered to be ci a higher vwe than the confidentiality and 
anonymity interest of the patient is placed in danger. The breach of 

.IS See � 3.1 at-·� for rhe wordinc of d'ls arnde. 
.16 See A � Con� aNI riM Ps,choatwlytlc Stflllfl m 114ly: Some PTOblmwot: 

lsst�es. EPF Annual Conf�rencx. Pracue. +-7 Apr 2002. 
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confidentiality mus.t be tbe only means to prevent the realization of that 
danger; an example would be where a patient's mental disturbance might 
result in public harm. The German Supreme Court has developed a balanc
ing test in its case law, which it applies when an individual's 'other right' 
(sonsnges recbt) conflicts with the rights and freedoms of another. 

5.3 Brazil 

k is considered 'just cause' to breach confidentiality �ry time a public 
and �al intere.'itovernde<; the individual int�t �the patient. This dury 
is created by Anicle S(x) of the Brazilian Federal Constitution, the chapter 
oi Gvil Rights, and Articles 3 and 4 of the Federal Medical Council 
Resolution 999/80. 

just cause would arise when the analyst's silence would put at risk the 
life or the physical or mental health oi the patient or the communit)-. The 
breach of confidentiality in these circumstances is considered just cause 
because public and social interests override the private interest of the 
patient. Whenever the analyst is facing a "just cause' situation, he or she 
has to decide (subjectively) whether to maintain or breach confidentiali�·. 

This ruk is reflected in the Code of Ethics; Article 102 states that a 
breach of confidentiality would be permitted where it would prevent risk 
to the life or health of the patient or a third party because it would be 
considered just cause. A breach of confidentiality is ethically permitted 
whenever it would prevent serious physical harm to a s.pecific person. 
Similarly, when such breach was committed in order to prevent the 
patient's commission of a crime, this would satisfy tbe requirements of just 
cause. Here there is a social and public interest involved, which overrides 
the pnvate and individual interest of the patient. 

5.4 Canada 
If there is serious risk, the danger is imminent and there is no other way of 
preventing it, but the identity of the intended victim is not known to the 
analyst tben although there is no <l.lty to warn, an analyst can use discre
tion and breach confidentiality. In addition, the analyst has the power to 
disclose confidential information as part of general dury of care in relation 
to minors, older or mcapaotated people. 

In practice, any action taken by the analyst that reveals the patient's 
identity is not considered a breach of confidentiality but good patient care, 
if it is in the best clinical judgment of the analyst. There are no formal 
rules �cept perhaps in the case of smcide. In that case, the analyst could 
be accused cJ malpractice and would have to defend him or hersdf by 
showing that all necessary precautions were taken to prevent the antici
pated risk. However, it might be thought that disclosure for the greater 
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public good, as required by the law, would not be good patient care as 
again it would disrupt the therapeutic process. 

5.5 United Stares 

The Health Insurance Port ability and Accountability Act 1996 (HIP AA) 
sets fonh the federal law in this area. The Act permits a 'covered entity' (a 
health plan, health care ckaring house. or provider of health care) to use 
o

.
r disclose identifiable health information without the individual's permis

siOn: 

if the covered enriry, in good fatm, believ� me use or disclosure 
li) fa) is necessary to prevenr or lessen a senous and imminent thceat to me 

health or safety of a person or the public, and 
(b) IS tO a person or persons reasonably atJk tO preveta or lc:sstn me mrea� 

including the target ol the thceat; or 
(ii) is necessary for law enforcemenr a�horities ro idennfy or apprehend 3'1 indt· 

vidual: 
la) bteause of a staremmt by an individual admitting participation in a violent 

crime that me covered entiry reasonably btlieves may luve caused serious 
physical lurm to the vic:tim; or 

I b) v.ilcr,c it appears from al the circwusur.:es that the Uldivtdual h� escaped 
&orn a correctional UJStirution or &om Lav.-f� custody.J7 

The above uses and disclosures can be made without permission where 
they arc 'consistent with applicabk law and standards of ethical conduct'. 

Where tbe information is used or disclosed to aUow law enforcement 
authorities to identify or apprehend an individual who has committed a 
violent crime, the information disclosed is only to be that information 
necessary to allow law enforcement authorities to identify and locate the 
person.38 

The American Psychoanalytic Association's ethical rules foUow the 
Tarasoff rule: if the parieot is a danger to himself or others, the.n confi
dentiality may be broken}' Furthermore, the ethical rules also state that 
when the patient is a danger to himself, confidentiality may be broken to 
the extent that relatives, police, or even sometimes friends, may be 
contacted but the expectation is that the people contacted and informa· 
tion transmitted will be the minimum amount necc:ssary to guarantee the 
safety oi the patient. 

l7 45 CFR 164.SI2(j) 
ll Federal c:oons are diVided over !he q11e50011 oi wberber rbe 'daaceroos patirnr' cxczp

oon 10 me dtnapist-paric:ur privilege alows otherwise privileged cuiiiJDontaaons ro be  used 
on coun a§llina an ondmdual or merriy alows io: to be used to :awn saious and immol\aot 
wrn. 

,, Sees 4.S abo\-e. 
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5.6 Argentina 

Attide 12 of Law No 17.132 establishes a general 'balancing principle' 
pursuant to which the obligation to maintain professional confidentiality 
may only be broken 'when special or general norms require it' or in order 
'to avoid a greater and actual social harm . . .  or in case of infectious 
diseases'.40 

In the case of risk to the life or mental health of a third person, the 
psychoanalyst would be justified in breaking confidentiality. The justifica
tion here would be that there was a 'state of necessity' (estado de necesi
dad), as defined in Artide 34 of the Criminal Code. lt is unclear if the 
psychoanalyst could be held criminally accountable if he failed to act in 
that way, but he could incur civil liability. The approach of the courts in 
Argentina is usually to appeal to a balancing of interests, with appeals to 
absolute rights and duties being very rare. Given this moderate approach, 
it can be assumed that under extreme circumstances, such as when life is at 
risk, judges will uphold or require a breach of confidentiality. 

This obligation to disdose in order to protect third parties is reflected in 
the APdeBA Code of Ethics. Section E states that 

[i)tmust be clearly agreed upon between the psychoanalyst and the patient that the 
preservation of confidentiality is on the service of the latter, so that such confiden
tiality may only be broken when the intentions and actions of the patient could 
carry, according to the judgment of the psychoanalyst, an acruaJ threat to third 
persons. 
In practice, the information to be disclosed is limited to that considered 
peninent for each contingency. That information must ooly be disclosed to 
those persons in a position to protect the interests of the patient and third 
persons. 

5.7 England and Wales 

In England and Wales there can be said to be only four circumstances in 
which a breach of confidentiality is permissible. These are where: 

(i) a patient gives his or her consent; 
(ii) there is legal compulsion (as set out above in section 4.7); 
(iii) the public interest so demands; it is hard to define the precise scope of 

this as there have been few decided cases on its application in the 
health care context. However, following the case of W v Egde/1 there 
is recognition by the courts of the public interest in maintaining 

40 Nore rhar the Law No 23,277 regulating the praaice of psychology does nor contain 
any specific reference to the cases in which psychologists are allowed to breach the dury of 
confdenriality. 
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medical confidentiality."' Consequently any breach committed in that 
interest is to strike a balance between the two competing imerests. 
(However, it is possible that in the foUowing scenarios, the public 
interest to maintain confidentiality would be outweighed.); and 

(iv) the commission of a crime is likely. 

Where the person claiming confidentiality presents a threat to the public 
interest, they cannot rely on the protection of the law. It may be therefore 
that disclosure is justified in the public interest. l t  should be made clear 
from the outset that a psychoanalyst is not under a duty to report a crime, 
but a psychoanalyst's decision to disclose details about a patient's involve
ment with a (serious) crime may not expose them to an action for breach 
of confidentiality if it is justified in the public interest. 

The Egde/1 case demonstrates that the public interest in protecting the 
public from violence outweighed the public interest in maintaining medical 
confidences. The case established that professionals may disclose informa
tion in order to protect members of the public, but the exact scope of the 
licence is unclear. However, it can be said that three general guidelines 
emerge from the case law taken as a whole: 

(i) there must be a real and serious risk of danger to the public; 
(ii) disclosure must be to a person with a legitimate interest in receiving 

rhe information-rhus criminal matters should he reported only to rhe 
police, although wider publicity may be justifiable in certain cases if it 
serves the public interest better; and 

(iii) disclosure must be limited to the extent strictly necessary.42 

Other circumstances in which the public interest might justify breach of 
confidentiality follow where: 

(i) evidence comes to light that a patient may be abusing a child, disclo
sure to the police or social would be justifiable and lawful;43 or 

(ii) a doctor believes that a patient may be the victim of physical or 
sexual abuse and the patient is not capable of giving or withholding 
consent to disclosure, the patient's medical interests are paramount 
and may require the doctor to disdose information to an appropriate 
person or authority."" 

A difficult area concerns the tights of those unable to give consent to 
disclosure as a consequence of mental incapacity. It is probable that the 
couns would regard such disclosure in relation to incomperenr parienrs as 

41 119901 1 All ER 835,849. 
n See X 11 Y 1 19881 2 AD ER 648. 
Q See Re M 119901 1 All ER 205, 213. 
+4 See C. Foster, T Wynn, and N Ainley Disdoswe and Confidmtitiity: A Praaitionn's 

Guide (London Sweet & Maxwe11 1 996), at 382. 
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perrrussible where professionals judge that it would be in the patient's best 
medical interests. In F v W Berkshire Health Authority Lords Bridge and 
Brandon observed that it would be a bad law which prevented incompe
tent patients being cared for properly merely because they could not 
conscnt.4s The solution was to permit professionals to act in their patients' 
best interests, subject to the safeguard that their assessment of those inter
ests must not be negligent.46 

ln exceptional circumstances, it may be undesirable to seek consent to 
disclosure of confidential information, and disdosure is in the patient's 
best medical interests."7 

As previously stated, the BPAS guidelines do not detail where breach of 
c�nfidentiality may be justified except where clinically necessary. In prac- • 

nee the analyst goes to great lengths to preserve confidentiality. 
Consequently it is more likely that breach occurs where the best interests 
of the patient are at stake; one example would be where there is a risk that 
the patient might commit suicide. However, given the emphasis on 
preserving confidentiality wherever possible, it would appear that-even 
though he or she may be legally justified in doing so-an analyst would 
not disrupt the therapeutic process if the patient demonstrated criminal 
tendencies. 

6. CONFID ENTIALITY ISSUES 

In addition to the direct obligation--be it legal or professional-upon the 
analyst to disclose confidential information, there are various issues which 
arise as a result of psychoanalytical practice. Some circumstances under 
which these issues can arise may be enumerated as where: 

(i) the analyst's training organization is required ro investigate a 
complaint against the psychoanalyst; 

(ii) a psychoanalyst is undergoing analysis as part of his or her training; 
(iii) a rramec psychoanalyst provides analysis as part of his or her train

ing; 
(iv) information is required to be shared between members of a mental 

health care ream; 
(v) information is to be published in case studies, professional journals 

and the like; 
(vi) information is ro be used for the purpose of psychoanalytic reaching 

or research; and 

:; 11�11912 All ER S4S. 46 At 548-9, SS 1 
This was the c:lfea of the I louse of Lords' judgment in C•lfrck 11 West NorfcJk and 

WISbtcb Area Htalrh Author�ty I198SJ3 AI ER 402. 
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(vii) information may be used for supervision or clinical discussion in the 
course of professional practice. 

There are many similarities between the countries in the approach adopted 
in relation to the above scenarios. ln broad terms there are two common 
principles chat emerge: first, that those within an organization or team 
who are privy to confidential information are bound by the same obliga
tion of confidentiality as the analyst and, secondly, that where disclosure 
occurs to a wider audience, for example, in the case of publications, 
research and examinations, anonymity of patient data is necessary. 
Furthermore, in the majority of countries these principles are reflected in 
both professional practice and the legal system. 

However, these principles are not prevalent in all countries; in some 
there is a conflict between professional practice and the law. The 
summaries below clarify the differences in practice. However, an example 
of a different approach ro rhese rwo principles can be seen in the case of 
Brazil, where in the context of sharing information as part of a mental 
health care team, rhe extension of the obligation of confidentiality to team 
members does nor apply. Instead, neither the law nor practice permits 
disclosure without patient consent. 

One pertinent example of not only a different approach in principles but 
conflict between legal and psychoanalytic practice exists in the United States. 
Information may be shared by members of a mental health care ream; in this 
context, professional guidelines State that no information can be released 
without patient consent. This approach would appear ro reflect the Brazilian 
position. However, in contrast to practice, the Privacy Rule allows all health 
information, including psychotherapy notes, to be used by direct treatment 
providers for treatment purposes without patient consenr.48 Consequendy, 
they can be shared as part of a mental health care team. 

ln this section, the approach taken by professional practice to the issues 
under scrutiny will be set out; this will be followed by the legal position 

6.1 Italy 

In relation to the training of a psychoanalyst it is normal pracrice for the 
training analyst to inform the training organization about the trainee's 
progn:ss (withuut tuu moclt dt:tail). Anylxx.ly wltu ubtaius informatiun 
within the organization must keep this absolutely confidential (estmsione 
del segreto professionale). This extension of the professional's secret to 
other colleagues is reflected in the law, set out in Article 622 of the 
Criminal Code, which has general application.49 This rule applies equally 
to sharing information as part of a mental health care team. 

41 45 CFR 164.50 1, 164.508(a)(2)(i)(A). 
4' See s 3.1 above ror the wordmgorthl$ article. 
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ln relation to teaching, research and cas� studi�s or other publications 
in professional journals, Articl� 1 3  of th� SPJ Code of Ethics stat�s that 
confidentiality and anonymity must be strictly safeguarded in scientific 
publications and with colleagues. Furthumor� Article 10(3) of th� 
medical cod� of ahics states that: '[i]n scientific publications about clinical 
data or observations regarding individual persons, the health professional 
must assure that they will not b� identifiable.' A s�cific law safeguarding 
confidentiality in publications does nor yet exist yet but general principles 
from Artid� 622 of the Criminal Code and the Law on Privacy 675/1996 
would apply. 

6.2 Germany 

Professional practice in Germany �rmits disclosure where there has been 
a complaint by a patient against a doctor or psychotherapist. Such disclo
sure is limited, however, to the persons or organizations directly involved; 
these may be law enforcement pusonnd or the ethics committee of a 
professional organization, both of whom are subject to the same obliga
tion of confidentiality. 

The law reflects this position; if an analyst's employer or professional 
organization instigates disciplinary procedures for misconduct, the former 
may be required to disclose a patient's information. Ordinarily a patient 
would formally permit the analyst to do so, given that it is in their interests 
to resolve such matters swiftly. Where such permission has not been 
granted, it will be necessary to limit the circulation of confidential infor
mation to those directly involved in proceedings. 

In criminal proceedings the analyst's position as defendant gives him or 
her the right to disclose such confidential information as is necessary for 
his or her defence. In such cases public rights of access to the court can be 
suspended in order that the patient's confidentiality is-to a degree-main
tained. 

The context of sharing information as part of a mental health care team 
represents a clash between psychoanalytic principles and those aimed at 
prot�cting the working alliance. Information should only be conveyed on 
the basis of informed consent of the patient. But the legal position is differ
ent. Whenever cases are discussed in the clinical environment, in a hospital 
or other public health institution, the team membus are themselves subject 
to the extended principle of confidentiality. Therefore the patient cannot 
legaJJy claim a breach of confidentiality. However, the principles of 
proportionality and professional diligence require that information be kept 
as limited as possible and the risks of confidentia1ty breaches be mini
mized. 

German psychoanalytic practice does not permit the trainee's psychoan
alyst to breach confidentiality to the training organization. Trainees 
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undergo psychoanalysis as a requirement of their training and a trainee's 
psychoanalyst will be asked when the trainee analyst is undergoing analy
sis as part of his or her training. The analyst of the trainee analyst must 
not report any detail from the training analysis. He is onJy asked whether 
he has any objection to the trainee being graduated The analyst must not 
report any details bur may say whether or nor he has any objections. 

Similarly, a breach of confidentiality is not pumined to satisfy the 
training organization or analyst's supervisors when the trainee analyst is 
giving sessions of analysis. The supervisors of every individuaJ training 
case usually supervise several sessions. At the end of the training phase 
they provide a summary to the examination committee about the outcome 
and quality of the trainee analyst's work. However, they must not disclose 
details of the treatment which would make a patient recognizable. 

Legally, however, the position is the same as sharing information in the 
context of a team. Thus, whenever cases are reported or discussed in the 
professional or training organization the teachers, representatives, and 
supuvisors are themselves subject to the extended principle of confiden
tiality. Therefore the patient cannot legally claim a breach of confidential
ity. So in such cases the following persons-and only they-can be 
informed without any condition: the analyst's employers and the profes
sional psychotherapy body when the patient is a trainee. 

In these scenarios therefore, practice is more stringent than the law. 
Professional practice does not permit a breach of confidentiality, or only 
on the basis of informed consent, whereas the law does not regard it as a 
breach due to the concept of the extension of the duty of confidentiality. 

For the purpose of case studies, publications, teaching, research, audit, 
examination and supervision in training, and in the course of professional 
practice, most analysts feel bound by the ethical commitment to disguise 
confidential material of patients before publishing it. Furthermore, ethical 
and professional rules require that the patient should be informed if any 
publication about his case is planned. 

In German criminal law there is no difference between protection of 
confidentiality and anonymity, as any breach of the former may lih the 
lattu.50 So in relation to case studies, publications, psychotherapy teach
ing, research, or audit, any information about the patient must be 
disguised and modified so that identification will not be possible. 

The law makes a distinction in relation to examination and supervision 
in training and in the course of professional practice. If a significant audi
ence is present at examination or supervision events, then the rules reJating 
to anonymity apply, as set out above. If only a smaJI group of examinus 
or supuv1sors are present, then the extended confidentiality principle 
applies. 

so Seaion 203 StGB. 
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6.3 Brazil 

In Brazil, breach of confidentiality by the analyst presents a difficult situa
tion; there is no specific rule dealing with sanctions for professional 
misconduct. If the patient accuses the psychoanalyst of professional 
misconduct, the therapist has a constitutional right to defend him or 
herself. Each case is to be judged on its merits in accordance with the Code 
of Ethics. As a result of this it will be decided whether or not there was 
sufficient just cause to breach confidentiality. 

Training organi�ations or other institutions may not be granted a right 
to information about rhe patient's data or treatment unless the latter has 
given formal authorization. Where the case is the object of study or super
vision, the psychoanalyst has to keep the identity of the patient anony
mous. This ruJe is set out in the Code of Ethics in Articles 1 1, 102, 103, 
104, 105, and 106. lt is also a general rule in Civil Code Article 104, and 
in Resolution 999/80 Article 5. 

6.4 Canada 

The Canadian Psychoanalytic Society's Principles of Ethics for 
Psychoanalysts states that if the complaint is made against the analyst 
himself, the patient revokes confidentiality by the act of filing a complaint. 
The analyst is obliged to provide a report in response to the complaint. 
The material provided by the analyst is confidential to the committee until 
a complaint has been dealt with. Only where serious penalties (such as 
expulsion) are levied is the name of the analyst revealed to the Society at 
the local, national and international levels. The name of the complaining 
patient is not revealed. Analysts do not have to disclose their clinical 
records to the Society, but the Canadian College of Physicians and 
Surgeons can demand all clinical records from a physician.51 

Concerning the requirement for trainee analysts to undergo analysis as 
part of their training, all Canadian training institutes have a non-reporting 
policy for training analysts. The institute has only to be satisfied that rhe 
candidate is having or has had an analysis with a training analyst, no 
further details are required. This principle would be upheld by the law, 
since any analyst is bound by the general legal principles of confidentiality. 
This obligation would apply towards the trainee, and any disclosure wouJd 
amount to a breach. 

In order to satisfy the training organization when the trainee psychoan
alyst is the provider of psychoanalysis, the candidate musr submit 6-

SI This is encompassed by the legislarion governing heakh professions, examples of 
which include rhe Regulated Heahh Professions Acr in Ontario, 1999; The Albena Healrh 
Discipline Act Revised 2000; and the Quebec Civil Code 1980. 
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monthly reports on all such cases during the time the case is under supervi
sion and until the required supervision is complete and the supervisor is 
satisfied with the analytic work of the candidate. The case reports are 
submitted anonymously. Legally, the Institute and supervisors are entitled 
to know about the treatment (but are not permitted to disclose what they 
know) and usually the identity of the patient is protected One exception 
to this is where there is a danger of injury to the patient or an ethics 
complaint against the trainee. This stems again from the common law duty 
of care. Tne supervisor of team members must have the same information 
as the person directly responsible for the treatment. Otherwise the supervi
sor or team members cannot make responsible decisions about treatment. 

In practice the sharing of information as part of a mental health care 
team is usually done with the patient's permission or in such a way as to 
preserve tne patient's identity. If the analyst seeks supervision or consulta
tion without the patient's permission, the identity of the patient is not 
revealed. legally, the information must be shared with the treating ream, 
as Stated ahove. The supervisor of a team must have the same information 
as the person directly responsible for the treatment. However, the team 
members are bound by the same rules of confidentiality. 

For the purpose of psychoanalytic teaching, research, examination, and 
supervision in training, case studies or publications in professional jour
nals, the Principles of Ethics state that: 

When a psychoanalyst uses case material in exchanges with colleagues for scien
tifi::, educational or consultative purposes, he should make every reasonable effon 
to ensure that the identity of the analysand is prOtected 

No guidelines are outlined in the Canadian Psychoanalytic Principles. In 
law, psychoanalytic research must protect the identity of the patient in the 
same way that identity must be protected in aiJ research with human 
subjects. Disguise is a legally acceptable way of maintaining confidential
ity. 

6.5 United States 

In practice, when the psychoanalyst defends himself against a complaint, 
he may use whatever information he possesses to defend himself before the 
disciplinary board, if the complaint has been brought by the patient.52 
Reporting of a psychoanalyst's alleged professional misconduct is not 
permitted 

Under the Privacy Rule, identifiable health information may be 
disclosed without permission to 'a health oversight agency' for oversight 

52 Psychoanalysts employed in the public sector, however, are not entitled to information 
without patient consent. 
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acriv1ncs authorized by law.53 Such permitted disclosures include for the 
purpose of 'ltcensure or disciplinary aaions'. This is also one ol the excep
tions to the: authorization requirement for psychothttapy notes, so it 
would appear that even such notc:s may be disclosed in these circum
stances. 

Where the psydtoanalyst is a t:rainee the: onJy record that is kept by the 
lnstirute is cl the number of hours of su�rvisioo. Furthermore, in the 
context of researdt, exammation, and supcrvis1on the guidelines state that 
no information can be released without patient consent. 

1be Privacy Rule would appear to pamit uses and disclosures of 
patient information in relation to training, psychoanalytic teadung. 
roearch, examination, clinical discussion, and supervision. It would 
permit disclosure without the individual's permission even u they mvolved 
psychotherapy notes. Hcakh care operations (for which general identifi
able hcakh mformation can be used and disclosed without consent) 
include 'conducting training programs' under supervision to practia: or 
improve skills as a providcr.54 Furthermore, psychotherapy notes can be 
used or disclosed by the covered entity without the patient's authorization 
for 'training programs in which students, rrainccs, or practitioners in 
mental health learn under supervisioo'.55 

In the context of sharing information as pan of a mental health care 
team or for teaching, no information can be released without patlcnt 
consent 

The Privacy Rule allows all heahh information, mcluding psychothc:r· 
apy notc:s, to be used by direct treatment providers for treatment purposes 
without patient consenr.5' Consequently, they can be shared as pan of a 
mental health cue team. 

In relation to case studJc:s, the: prolc:ssiooal guidemc:s state that le�· 
nformation for case studies or publication is expccrcd to be completely de
Identified. 

In rdauon to pub.lications, the law states that use of identifiable health 
nformation for this purpose probably wouJd require the individual's 
authorization, waiver, or modification of authorization by an institutiOnal 
review board or a 'privacy board'.57 lt is also possible to use 'de-identified' 
health infonnanon that has cenain identifiers removed,SI or to use a 
'limited data set' where the entity receiving the information enters into a 
data use agreement �miting its further use or di�Josure.551 

S) 45 a:R 164.512(d]. 
ss 45 CFR t64.508(a)(2)(i)(B). 
S7 45 CFR 164.5 12(i). 
J' 45 CFR 164.514(c). 

S4 45 CFR 164 501. 
J6 45 CFR 164.501; 164.5011a)t2ffi)(A). 

n 45 CFR 164.514. 
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6.6 Argmtina 

Where tbe psychoanalyst is respommg to a complaint made to the: discipli
nary body, there applies an inalienable nght to defend him or herself. 
Ho"'-evcr, the psychoanalyst must exerosc this right in accordance witb 
anain requirements and the parriculanties of the: situation she or he is 
faoog. From a legal perspective, if me misconduct is alleged by the patiem, 
tr would be a<htissible to <isdose only the information relevant to decide 
the allegation. 

In relation to satisfying the training organizaoon when the tra.incc 
psychoanalyst is having psychoanalysis as part ol his or her training, 
seaion E, point 4 of the APdeBA Code of Ethics statt:s that '(d]uring the 
training of a psychoanalyst it IS mandatory to keep the most rigorous 
reserve with respect to any personal informatton received.' 

The law does not permit breach of confidentiaJity except where the 
information is simply adminisrrattve m nature. lt has been suggested that 
the protection of confidentiality set forth in the Cmn.inaJ Code and tht
Code of Conduct adequately deals with ttus situation. 

To satisf�· rhe training org3ni1�tion when the trainee psychoanalyst is 
the provider of psychoanalysis, he or she must present to the: Training 
Institutes (lnstihltos dt! Fornuui6n �eral repons about rhe supervision as 

part of their training programme. These reports contam clinical informa
tion about their patients. The Psychoanalytic Assowtioo must keep these 
reportS in confidence, and their anonymity must be strictly respected. 

In the context of sharing information as part of a mentaJ health care 
team, aU tbc members of the mental health care team have access to and 
share the: information about the: patient. By extcns•on, thtte is a legal 
obigarion to maintain confidentiaity on all members oi such an organiza
tion. The assumpnon is that thiS automatic access to con6dentiaJ informa
tion, together with the obligation not to disclose its content, is a nccc:ssarr 
precondition for the effective functioning of the: mental heaJth care team. 

Case studies have always been one of the most essential sources for the 
dC\'elopmeot of the: psychoanalync disaplme and for its accumulation of 
theoretical and praaical experience. Consequently, ir is usual that cinical 
rnformatioo is w1dely crrcularcd w1thm the: psychoanalync profess1oo; but 
the guarantee of a.nonym1ty must be respected. Anonymity applies equally 
to publications, teaching and n:scarch. for the purpose of uamination 
and supervision of training in these cases, clinical information is overtly 
exposed but the anonymity of the patient is always maintained. In prac· 
rice, anonymity is not as stnctly respected as it should be, but psychoana
lysts r�asonably rdy on the supervisor's discrcoon. 

It has be-en suggested that the general legaJ principle of preservation of 
anonymity appks to reaching, research, case studies, publications, �xarni
nation, and supervision. This suggestion derives fran psychoanalytic 
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practice (which is considered audtoritatiYe as shaping a custom), the 
general principles f«bidding disclosure, and the absence ol any explicit 
ruJe to the contrary. 

6.7 England and Wales 

In the course of investigating alleged breaches of � BPAS EthicaJ Code; 
the Ethics Commitcee might need to ask the anaJyst-wilh the patient's 
perm.iMion-ro reveal details of the analystS. This established praaice is 
nor hkdy to be mnsidered to be a breach of confidentiality in English law. 
If a panent complains to the professional body, it is possi>le he wilJ 
mnsent to disclosUtt in order that the complaint can lx: im'CSrigated. 
Without express consent, provided the complaint was instigated at the 
patient's initiative, implied consenr60 wouJd probably suffia:. If allegations 
come from a third party, such as another staff member, just as there is an 
implied qualifiCation to the duty of confidence for bankers in the interests 
of the bank,61 lt has bcc:n said that 'it would be surprising if there was no 
similar qualihcarion in the case ol a doctor' .'2 However, whether this 
couki be applied to an analyst in lbe context of the training organization 
remains unccnain. 

For the purposes of trairung, further education (including teaching}, and 
continuing professional deveJopment, analysts need to exchange clinical 
details about �ir work. In addition they need, for the development ci 
ideas and technique, to publish papers about their work. Both of these 
activities potentially iofnnge confidentiality, which is why the profession 
bas evolved ways of disguising and malcing anonymous the cases they 
discuss. 1be International journal of Psychoanalysis has published advice 
about disguise, which are very similar to those followed when analysts 
present work to their colleagues. 

The use d aoonvm.ized information does not raise confidentiality prob· 
!ems on a legal lev�� it cannot be traced bade to an individual and conse
quently represents no intrusion on their privacy.63 If the ink>rmation is 
anooymized before disclosure takes place, then there is no breacb of confi.. 
denriality.64 This is essential given the typtcal uses to which such anonmy
lZed iniormanoo lS put: teaching, clinical discussions, case studies and 

" This is whtte, laking inco comidcuooo all tht ciramstanOS and the pratil!nr's c.ondoa 
a 'reasocablc persoa would, lodtJ.Dg on. bdievc tba1 die paiellt was conseaing'. � I 
Keoaedy and A Grubb Afedi(.M 1..4"' (loo do• Bun-onhs 2000) ac 1084-5 

61 Toomrwr u Nattonal PrtWincJ4J alld Ullion BIIM o{E.ngt-4 [1924) 1 KB 461. 
w R Toulsorund C hipps Cht/ideottr4liry (London Swra & M2xwell 1996)u 151. 
•1 R rt �� o( HttJib, er p Sowu In� Lld (2000) 1 AD ER 786 (CA}. 
64 Ke"""'d)' :md Cmbb � th:ar thr prcass of :anonymizanon Falk ...,mu, th" tDClll· 

111& of pr� m the D:ata Protecnon Aa 1.998 and that should pa!lClns be ID'Iawan: that 
tlns anonynuzario• takes place, tbb could a.tnOUilt to 'unfair' processing Wlthill tt.c l'I'ICining 
of the Aa. See Kennedy and Grubb INd� l...a"•at 1069. 
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publications in professional journals. If it were not to be anonymized, the 
patient's express consent would need to be obtained. Explicitly in relation 
to this issue, Bingham LJ said in W v fgde/1: 

It has nnrer been doubted l:bat the ciraunsunces here "A'nf! such as to impose on 
Or EgddJ a cby of ronfidence o.wed 10 W. HHould not lawf�y sftl the contents 
of his report to a newspaper . . . .  Nor could he, wnhout a breach of the law as wdJ 
as proi�ssional ttiquctte, discuss th� � in a learned arrick or in his memoirs or 
tn gossiping wilh friends, uokss be rode apJXopriare Sleps 10 conceal tbe identity of 
W.f.S 

Where the analyst is the patient, undergoing analysis as pan of his or ber 
training, the training analyst giYes permission to tbe training organization 
so that the trainee can proceed to the next stage of the uaining. This 
occurs at three stages-starting formal lectures; starting to treat a firSt 
patient; and at qualification. This normaDy takes me form of a one line 
letter of the type: 'I have no objections to X starting lectures.' �loreover, 
the candidate accepts t� departure from an ordinary analysis as part of 
his or her training. 

The )�gal position is that where the information requiring diSclosure is 
50 limited, implied consent would wnstirute a sufficient basis for this prac
tice. Where the trainee understands and accepts the implications of this 
training, and the nature of th� information that his or her analyst is to 
communicate, then express consent is not necessary. 

Where the trainee analyst has patiems, the analyst's supervisor may 
discuss the trainee's work in rdarion to me notes they keep. but it is 
always anonymized and therefore, for the reasons previously stated, this 
does not amount to a breach of coo£idenriality. 

7. PATIE�T RECORDS AND CO N F I D ENTIALITY 

In all the countries under review, the records which a psychoanalyst main
tains are required-by professional standards and usuaDy by law-to be 
kept confidential, although in some cases this duty may be overridden in 
the pli>lic interest, as for example, for the purposes d criminal inYestiga
tio� In most countries, psychoanalysts are not required to keep records
e.xcept io some cases records of facruaJ data conc.eming the patient, but to 
some extent this vartes depending on the extent to which analysts are 
subject to the same regimes as medical practitioners. 

There is grcattr variation, however, in the cxtmt to which a patient 
may access these: records (or the information in them). In most countries, 
patients have a right of access to the records, but the strength of this right, 

65 Wv Egdell (CA) 11990] Cb 359at 419. 
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and its limits vary considerably. In Germany and Italy, fcx example, the 
right of acoess is qualified in circumstances -M\ere the patient's interests 
would be hanned by &closure to the patient, while in the United States 
the right seems to be largely unqualified and in England, the situation is 
very unclear. 

As regards the related question of the eXTent to which confidentiality is 
maintained after the death of the patient, in most civil law countries, the 
right ro confidentiality is maintained indefinitely, V�o-hc:rc:as the law in the: 
United States, Canada and England is much less protective of confidential
ity after death, although in thc:sc: countries, the professional ruJes require 
the: continued protection of confidentiality after death. If it is the analyst 
who dies, the patient's right to confidentiality is maintained in aiJ the: 
countries under review. 

This sectioo outlines the: professional and lc:gal rules in each jurisdiction 
which govern: 

(i) the duty to maintain records and the maintenance: of confidentiality 
(wbtre the latter differs from the general duty ro uphold confidenriaJ
iry); 

(u) the ability of patients to access the records held on rhem by the 
analyst; and 

(iii) the way io which records are robe treated in the eve.nt of the analysr"s 
or patient's death. 

lnesc circumstances arc: salient; as pressure: graduaiJy increases on psycho
analysrs to display professional accountability and the maintenance of high 
srandards, it is appropriate that there: be some: clarification of the: form and 
content of the: records they keep. lt is equally important to set out the 
precise: nature of the: patient's right of access to his or her records; whilst 
this may be construed as a reasonable wish on the part of the: patient, it 
may interfere with the process of treatment. It is ncc:essary, thc:rc:forc:, to 
set out the options a vailabk to the analyst if he thinks that disclosure of 
this sort poses a threat. Finally, the third situation wiU be useful as a 
matter of contingency. 

7.1 Italy 

7 .1.1 Patient Records 

In Italy the professional rules relating to the keeping of patient records, 
and maintaining confidentiality are set out in Articles 9, 10, and 1 1  of the 
MedicaJ Code of Ethics and in Articles 8, 13, and 21 of the SPI Code of 
Ethics.. lt is immaterial in what form such records are hdd. In partkular, 
Article: 13 of the: SPI Code: of Ethics states that the confidentiality and 
anonymity of the patient's communications must be guaranteed through 
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the analyst's safeguarding and control of written texts or notes regarding 
rhe rrc:armtnr. 

Fwthermore, in Italian legislation, t�e is no distinction between the 
keeping of records and maintaining the confidentiality of those records, 
nor as regards the form they take. Soth aspects are ruled by Anidc: 622 of 
the Criminal Code: (Codia Penale) and by the Law on Privacy (and in 
particular Article 23). 66 

7.1.2 Patient Acass to Records 

Patients in psychoanalysis may require: access to their personal faes or 
records or may ask the analyst for an opinion about their srate of mind 
This may prc:sc:nr the analyst with obvious <fifficultic:s. The: law on Privacy 
alows access to one's own personal data,67 but, in the case of a psychoan
alyst's patient, access to data could adversely affect the: psychoanalytic 
process or even the: patient. Consequently, the health professional can 
rdusc access, citing a state of necessity under Article 54 of the: Criminal 
Code. Article 51 of the criminal code: may also be applied, incorporating 
as it does the: basic ethical principk of non nocere. This may justify the: 
refusal to disclose without breaching !he law, since the duty to treat and 
not harm the patient overrides the latter's ordinary right of access to infor
mation. 

7.1.3 Death of Patient/Analyst 

On the death of a patient, neither the professional rules nor the law alter 
the obligation of confidentiality; this is to be maintained indefinitely. 
Similarly, on the death of a psychoanalyst, the obligation remains 
unchanged. Article: 13(2) of the SPI ethical guidelines spc:ci6ca1Jy states 
that in case of psychoanalyst's death, a member of the: family or a 
colc:ague must assure the safeguarding of the analyst's records and files. 

7.2 Germany 

7 2.1 Patient Records 

la Germany there are no profc�ional guidelines '1\-hich govern the keeping 
of patient records.. However, there do c:xisr legal obligations upon medJCaJ 
practitioners which have: been developed by the: courts as a contractual 
requirement in, for example, personal injury cases.. �re parients have 
sued medical practitioners for damages as a consequence of the acts of the 

" See law l"o 675 (1996) and i.n pArric:ubt M 23. 
� An  t3{a). 
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latter, rhe courtS have stared that there is a basic obligation ro keep 
adequate records. The reason for this is to facilitate the court's anempr ro 
determine precisely rhar which the medical practitioner has done or failed 
ro do. lr can therefore be said that the maintenance of adequate records 
constitutes an obligation which coexists with the main contractual rela
tionship between doctor and patienL 

More specifically, in the framework of the special medical contract 
betw�n the doctor or psychoanalyst and the patient the former is obliged 
to record the entire process. This obligation stems from two sources: first, 
from the ethical and professional rules (standespflicht) which are set out m 
section 10 of the 1 997 law regulating the medical profession (Muster
Berufsordnung fUr die deutschen Arztinnen und Ante); and secondly, from 
the laws of the Uioder establishing medical and psychotherapy practices 
(Arzte- und Psychotherapeutenkammern). 

Records underpin treatment, and provide accountability for measures 
taken and their outcomes. Records should always be kept in writing. 
Documentation must include examination, diagnosis and treatment, as 
well as any significant incident which occurs during these processes. The 
form and quality of documentation is a matter for the therapist's discre
tion; brief sentences, notes, keywords or even symbols may suffice, but 
such records must be current. 

7.2.2 Patient Access to Records 

The parienr is legally entitled to have access to any document written or 
kept by the doctor or psychotherapist which relates to his treatment any 
way (emsichtsrecht in krankenunterlagen). Such a right derives from the 
existence of a civil law contract between doctor and patient. Even if there 
is no such contract a citizen is able to demand access to documents 
concermng his or her treatment.68 

The courts have applied this right of access to two slightly differing 
contextS: the first concerns a patient's wish to access the records of his or 
her treatment where they are otherwise held in confidence; the second is 
where the patient's records have already been disclosed to a third party 
during legal proceedings. 

In the first situation, a patient's right of access ro documents concerning 
his or her treatment must be justified objectively. l t  can be refused if the 
patient abuses this right or-especially in psychotherapy and psychiatric 
treatment-if it is feared that such insight will disturb the treatment 
process. At any rate, however, the right has been legally interpreted as 
�mired to objective findings and notes about treatment measures. The 
Bundesgerichtsof (German Supreme Court) has ruled that the right of the 

68 Secoon 81 0 BC B. 
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patient must be weighed against the personal interest of the therapist. lt 
follows that this right does nor extend ro the personal notes of the thera
pist-which may contain highly subjective material. 

h is important that a patient's request ro access their records does not 
resuJt in a conflict for rhe analyst. One practical consequeoce of this 
restriction on the right of access to records by the patient is that it may be 
prudent for the analyst to maintain records in a form rhar enables him or 
her easily to withhold that information which is not d�ed necessary for 
disclosure. 

In the second situation there is a legal obligation for the therapist to 
disclose treatment records during legal proceedings when the court so 
demands.69 Once these documents are part of rhe court file the patient, as 
a party to proc�dings, automatically has a right to see the contents of that 
file. lt is important to note that in this context the information ro which 
the patient has access is more comprehensive than in the previous situa
tion. The therapist here is unable to override the exercise of the right on 
therapeutic grounds, and there is therefore a risk that the patient's treat
ment wiJJ be adversely affected by access to such records. 

7.2.3 Death of Patient/Analyst 

In principle there is no change in the legal obligation of confidentiality 
after a patient's death. Only if the patient explicitly determines otherwise 
in his will or if a pertaining relevant intention can be deduced or assumed 
on the basis of the factS could the decision be djffercnt. 

Access ro documents may must be granted ro the heirs, bur only where 
financial issues require to be resolved. In spite of this, however, the 
Bundesgerichtshof has decided that dose family members may have access 
to the treatment documents. lt is only if a desire to the contrary on the 
part of the deceased patient has been expressed, or may be implied, that 
such access can be refused. 

If the analyst dies, the obligation ro maintain confidentiality is passed 
on in its entirety to any legal successor of the analyst after death or infir
mity. This applies ro the heirs of rhe analyst just as much as to a successor 
in his office. 

7.3 Brazil 

7.3.1 Patient Records 

The Code of Ethical and Professional Conduct determines in Article 102 
that any kind of record of factual data about the patient (regardless of the 

" Section 422 ZPO 
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form in which they are kept) must be kept by the psychoanalyst; only the 
patient is able to consent to a breach of confidentiality?O Such authoriza
tion has to be given formally. The professional association considers that 
the records belong ro rhe patient; rhe psychoanalyst is rheir guardian and 
therefore obliged to prevent their unwarranted disclosure. 

There are occasions on which this general duty can be overridden, 
however. During criminal proceedings, a psychoanalyst must comply with 
the court's request for access to a patient's records. Here the public interest 
is considered to take priority over the general duty to maintain confiden
tiality. In civil proceedings, however, the situation is quite different. The 
court cannot make a request for disclosure of confidential information 
where that disclosure conflicts with the psychoanalyst's professional duty 
to maintain confidenriality.71 

7.3.2 Patient Access to Records 

Article 59 of the Code of Ethics states that any information on diagnoses, 
prognoses, risks and objectives of the treatment has to be given to the 
patient, at his or her request. Article 70 stipulates that the patient has the 
right to see the records related to his or her state of mind and even has the 
right to a clear explanation about his or her problem in order to under
stand it. 

The Penal Code says that the professional can only breach confidential
ity when there is 'just cause'. n A request by a patient to see his or her 
records is considered as constituting sufficiently just cause to permit a 
breach of confidentiality. 

7.33 Patient/Analyst Death 

According to both the professional and legal provisions, the duty of confi
dentiality does not change on the death of a patient.73 The legal authority 
for this requirement derives from a basic constitutional right to privacy,74 
which may be overridden only where there is 'just cause' to do so. 
Consequently, any person with access to psychoanalytical records after the 
death of a patient has a duty to maintain confidentiality. 

Simil�rly, profession� I �nd leg� I rules stipul�te th�t confidentiality must 
be maintained after the death of an analyst (a requirement that also applies 
to infirmity of the analyst). The right to privacy and intimacy is present in 
Article 5(x) of the Federal Constitution; this is a general rule which is 

70 An I 05 of the: Code: of Ethical and Professional Conduct. 
71 See Ar1 363 IV of the Civi Procedure Code:. 
72 Art 154. 
7 J Resolution 1.359 of the Federal Medical Council. 
74 Art 5{x) of the: Fc:dc:ral Constitution. 
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required to be upheld by all persons. So, as the records belong to the 
patient, nobody has the right to breach confidentiality, not even after the 
psychoanalyst's death because the privacy of the patient has to be 
respeeted. If someone does, he or she can be sued becallSe he or she did nor 
respect a constitutional duty. 

7.4 Canada 

7.4.1 Patient Records 

Concerning an analyst's professional duty to keep records and maintain 
their confidentiality, Principles of Ethics for Psychoanalysts simply states 
that a psychoanalyst shall respect the confidentiality of his patient's infor
mation and documents. Given the broad fashion in which this requirement 
is phrased, it is possible to infer that the form of the records is immaterial. 

The law sets out as part of the 'general duty of care' the requirements 
regarding the keeping of factual data. An analyst is required to maintain 
factual data, which covers information relevant to patient care such as 
names, addresses, diagnoses, prescriptions, and dates of treatment. The 
duty to maintain the confidentiality of these records is also part of the 
professional's general duty (see section 3 above). The precise form in 
which th e records are kept is immaterial. 

7.4.2 Patient Aaess to Records 

There are no rules in the psychoanalytic code which deal specifically with 
a patient's request to see their records. This would be leh to the discretion 
of the analyst and based on usua� acceptable and good analytic practice. A 
physician is required to disclose records to a patient; but reasonable notice 
must be given by the patient in order for such a request to be satisfied. 
When a physician is acting as analyst it is uncertain whether or not the 
physician is required divulge the clinical record or the notes that he or she 
has made. There are also separate rules for psychologists and social work
ers. 

The Supreme Court of Canada in 1992 ruled in Mclntrnty 11 
MacDonald tMt the information in the recnrcl belongs tn the p�tient but 
the fabric of the record belongs to the doctor.75 This means that the 
patient has the right to know the contents of the medical or clinical record 
but does not have the right to read or hold the record. The effect of this 
judgment is that the analyst can convey the content of his or her records to 
the patient and give a satisfactory explanation to the patient about their 
precise content. If the patient is not satisfied or does not trust the analyst, 

7$ Mclntrney v MacDonald 1992, vol 93 Dominion Law Reports {4th series) 415. 
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then the patient has the: right to ask that the raw material be turned over 
to a trusted third party wbo is in a position to interpret the: record. This 
may pr�nt difficulties where the patient's condition is such that he or she 
is incapable of dealing objectively with the analyst's statements (for 
instance, in the case of a paranoid transference). 

7.43 Patient/Analyst Death 

Whilst the: professional rules of confidentiality do not change on a 
patient's death, the legal pmition does. Any right of actioo which the 
patient might possess expires on rus or her death. For instance, a patient 
cannot sue for defamation of character after death; and-uolike certain 
civil jurisdictions-nor can any of his or her hetrs do so.76 There is no 
legal sanction against an anaJ)'St writing about the patient after death. So 
here there is a tension between the legal and professional rules where the 
latter-which are less binding-impose Stricter requirements on the 
analysts. 

Although not set out in the Code it is generaJJy understood that analysts 
should ma.ke provisions for their records to be destroyed if they are unable 
to do so themselves-either by a colleague, a family member, the analytic 
society or a legal representative. To this end, there have been attempts to 
introduce a 'professional will' for those analysts not employed by a State 
institution (wbK:h apply their own rules to maintenance or destruction ol 
records). 

7.5 United States 

7.5.1 Patient Records 

The American Psychoanalytic Association has no rules regarding the keep
ing of records of factual data. Rather their practice guidelines, Charting 
Psychoanalysis, recommend that onJy factual data be kept and that any 
further data concerning the process of aoalysis not be kept. All records 
including factual data are expected to be kept confidential and not released 
without the patient's authorization. The form in which such records are 
kept is unmaterial. 

The law is not specific on the requirements for maintenance of factual 
data on the patient. Howe\'er, many of the managed care health plans in 
the United States dect to be accredited by a national accrediting organiza
tiOn that include as a standard that participating providers keep accurate 
medical records on all of their patients. 

" 11 is a ba9c: principle la Canacian common bw mal only hvmg persons �n be 
def.amed See AM l..tndo-1 �,_ Tort lAw (4da edn London &tterwonhs 1998} 637 
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Prior to 14 April 2003, all medical records were generaUy considered 
confidential to the extent that an individuars consent bad to be obtained 
in order for the information to be used or disclosed. Under the HIPAA 
privacy rule such information can now be used and disclosed without the 
individual's knowledge or consent for tteatment, payment, and health care 
o�rations.?7 Thos� terms, parncularly health care operations, were 
defmcd to include USC'S that arc not directly rdated to the patient's treat
ment or payment of an insurance claim for that treatment. Patient permis
sion, in the form of a specific written authorization, is still required for 
uses and disclosures that fall outside of treatment, payment or health care 
o�rations78 unless the uses and disclosures faJI within one or more of 
rwel,·e 'national priorities'.79 These priorities concern: 

(i) legal requirements; 
(ii) public hcaltb activities; 
(iii) disclosure to public officia.b regarding victims of abuse, ncglec� or 

domestic v1olence; 
(iv) health oversight; 
(v) judicial and administrative procor:dmgs; 
(vi) law enforcement; 
(vii) specified purposes regarding deccdents; 
(viii) organ donation and traosplantation; 
(ix) research; 
(x) the aversion of imminent threats to heakh or safety; 
(xi) specialized govemmcot fwx:t1ons (such as for intelligence and 

national �curity activities); and 
(xi� compliance with workers' compensation laws. 

The Privacy Ruk contains special protections for 'psychotherapy notes' 
under which an express written authorization is required for use and 
disclosure of mental health information falling wnrun the defnition even 
where the information is to be used for treatment, payment and health 
care opcrat1ons.80 However, the effectiveness of this special protection is 
limited by the fact that there arc numerous exceptions to the application of 
the special protections and exceptions to the defininon of psychotherapy 
notes. For example. the special protections do not apply to psrchotherap�· 
notes used or disclosed for the foDowing treatment, payment or health care 
operations purposes: 

(i) use by the originator for treatment; 
(ii) use or disclosure by the covc:ccd entity for its own training 

programmes.; 

45 O'R 164.506(a). 
" 45 CFR 164.5U. 

11 45 CFR 164.508. 
• 45 O'R 164.508{,\)(2)_ 
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(iii) use or disclosure by the covered entity to defend itsdf in a legal 
action or other procx:cding brought by the individual; 

(iv) use or disclosure to determine compliance with the Rule; 
(v) use: or disclosure: required by law; 
(vi) use or disclosure to conduCt oversight or the originator as authorized 

by law; 
(vu) &closure to a corooer or medical examiner to identify a deceased 

individual; 
(viii) use or disclosure to avert a serious and imminent threat to health 

and safety.8 1  

l n  addition, in order for the information to come within the definition of 
psychotherapy notes, they must be: 

(i) notes recorded in any medium; 
(ii) created by a health care provider who is a mental health professional; 
(iii) the documentation or analysis of the contents of conversation during 

a private group, jo�nt, or family counselling session; and 
(iv) separated from the rest ol the individual's medical reoord.12 

The last requirement is problematical because the Rule eliminates the indi
viduals right of consent for information contained in the medical record 
even prior to the 14 April 2003 compliance datc.83 Consequently mental 
health information mat might otherwise be enrided tO protection as 
'psychotherapy notes' might not qualify if it was not separated by the 
mental health professional from the rest of the patient's medical record in 
the pasL Furthermore, the SJXcial protecrion for psychotherapy notes 
could be lost in the future without the patient's lcnowledge or JXrmission if 
the mental health professional fails to separate the information. 

In addition, mental health information that meets all of the above require
ments for psychotherapy notes would stiU not receive the special protecrioo 
if it falls within one of the following ten exceptions to the defmition: 

(i) medication prescription and monitoring; 
(ii) counselling scssioo start and stop times; 
(iii) the modaJities and frequencies of treatment furnished; 
(iv) results of clinical tests; 
(v) summaries of diagnosis; 
(vi) summaries of functional status; 
(vii) summaries of the treatment plan; 
(viiii) summaries of symptoms; 
lix) summaries of prognosis; and 
(x) summaries of progress to date. 

11 45 erR 164 508(aJ(2)(i). 
ll 67 Fed Rq ,. 53. 211. 

12 45 01l 164.501. 
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ln addition to the Privacy Rule, federal common law recognizes that there 
is a 'therapist-patient privilege' which extends to 'confidential communica
tions' between licensed psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers 
under which such communications cannot be used or disclosed without the 
permission of the individual. ln jaffee 11 �dmond84 the Supreme Court 
noted that all fifty states and the District of Columbia recognize some 
form of this privilege. While the decision has been followed in more than 
160 cases since 1996, the 'full contours' of the privilege have not been 
determined The Original HIP AA Privacy Rule stated that it did not elimi· 
nate any federal or state therapist-patient privileges, that discussion was in 
the context of a version of the Rule that preserved the right of consenL h 
is unclear whether the Amended Rule, which diminatcs the right of 
consent, aJJows the privilege to remain intact. 

Notwithstanding variations in criminal, public civil, and private civil 
and family law, violations of the HIP AA Privacy Rule can be punished by 
civil fines and criminal penalties. 8.S The privileges are enforced by court 
injunction, as are violations of the US Constitution. Monetary damages 
can be awarded for breach of privacy under state tort laws. 

7.5.2 Patimt Access to Records 

According to psychoanalytic practice, the patient's records are his or her 
own. If he or she requests to see them, they must be supplied Individuals 
have a legal right to obtain access to and make copies of identifiable health 
information." 

7.53 Patient/Anal}·st Death 

The professional rules of confidentiality continue even after the patient's 
death. The legal rules generally do not alter upon death of the patient 
except that covered entities may disclose psychotherapy notes to a coroner 
or medical examiner for the purpose of identifying a deceased individual. 87 

On the death of an analyst there is no change in the application of 
professional rules to confidentiality of patient records. Nor is there any 
change in the legal position; non-disclosure requires to be maintained 

14 I 16 �Ct 1923 (1996� 
IS The civil penalty e:ntais a fine of StOO for each violaDotl "' ro a max�mum of 

$2S,OOO. Th� aimiml pcruU!J <�ppK$ wbac die �c is fa � �c, 
person2l gain, oc malicious harm a11d may be punished by fines ol up  to $25().000 and 10 
yeacs' impnsonmcm. "' lr sbouJd be aotal lhat tba'c is no sudt ob�atioo 111 rclaJion ro psycllcxMnpy not.s, 
bowcftl" ("5 CFR 164.524). 

" 45 CFR 164.508(a)(2). 
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7.6 Argentina 

7 .6J Pati�nt &cords 

The APdeBA Code of Ethics does not regulate explicitly the keeping of 
records and the maintenance of data. It only includes suggestions to 
protect the confidentiality of the records. Psychoanalysts are used to taking 
notes which record factual data about their patients, and it is the responsi
bility of each analyst to keep them as if they were private possessions. 
Records are usually written on cards and filed in the psychoanalyst's 
archive or on his or her computer. The psychotherapist must ensure that 
their notes are protected from any indiscretion. 

As there is no express legal regulation of psychoanalysis in Argentina, 
there is no rule requiring psychoanalysts to keep records of factual data. In 
the case of medicine, however, there are rules that oblige doctors to do so. 
There are no specifications as to the way in which docrors should keep 
these records. The obligation of docrorc; to keep a clinical record was 
established in 1967 by the Decree 6216. Although this duty was directed 
to the medical directors of hospitals and clinics, the courts have extended 
this duty to all docrors. In the case of psychologists, there is no express 
obligation to keep records of factual data. 

Article I 1 of Law No 17.132 regulating the practice ci medicine 
requires the maintenance of the confidentiality of the 'information' 
received in the course of the practice. Furthermore, point 4 of Article 8 of 
Law No 23.277 regulating the practice of psycho!�· requires the mainte· 
nance of the confidentiality about any 'data or fact' known to the psychol· 
ogist in the practice of his or her activity. There is no further regulation in 
this connection. 

7.6.2 PatimtAccess to &cords 
The Argentine view is that adoption of the most restncnve attitude 
towards disclosure of information is crucial to the psychoaoaJytic tech
nique. It is possible to answer the patient's questions about the psychoana· 
lytic method when the psychoanalyst deems it appropriate. However, in 
some situations, the psychoanalyst must not inform the patient about his 
or her person or circumstances; rather, it depends on the type of request. If 
the request is justified, the psychoanalyst must provide the re�ed infor
mation about the symptomatic evolution in restricted terms. If the patient 
insists on seeing his or her background data, the psychoanalyst may even
tually provide his or her c linical records. SI 

• In almost 40 years of p1lfe5lllon.al pr:actiCE cl psychoanalysis * Arg81tin� anal}'St 
snred mar he bel never r=vcd rflisrypeofrequesr;nor had anyofhis colleagues. 
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In any case, it is appropriate to difftrenriate in this situation b«ween 
general data (such as the name, address, marital status, occupation, diag
nosis, and suggested prognosis) from clinical records or reporrs about the 
patient, and the psychoanalyses own thoughts about the case, an of which 
are private to the psychoanalyst. 

LegaUy, there is no express provision in the regulations of medicine and 
psycholog;· creating to the right of the patient to access his or her clinjcaJ 
record. However, Article 43 of the Argentine Constitution provides for a 
summary procedure known as habeas datJJ, which allows citizens to 
request a judge to order the disclosure of personal information in the 
hands of persons acting in a private or public actor's capacity when these 
latter deny it to the citittn. In the field of medicine, it is undisputed that 
the patient has the right to access his clinical records when docrors are 
obliged to have them. There are no legal rules specifically addres.sing this 
issue for psychoanalysts or psychologists. Hab�as diJta would not apply to 
the reflections of the psychoanalyst, only to informanoo about the patient. 

7.6.3 Patimt/Anal}'st D�ath 

The general rule on the death of the patient is tbat the death of the patient 
does not release the psychoanalyst from his or her obligation to keep the 
confidentiality of the patient's information. Ho""�ver, in practice, � 
know tha� with the lapse of time the identities of the clinical histories, 
pub lished by Freud with fictitious names, have become pubticly known. 
Hning said that, a clear distinction can be made between the interest 
aroused by the patients of the creator of psychoanal�-sis and by the mass of 
psychoanalytic patients in general 

There is no formal legal provision referring to the maintenance of confi
dentiality afttr the death of a patient. HO'A-ever, the interpretation of 
different legal principles and the constitutional right to privacy can 
support the conclusion that the duty of confidentiality is not altered on a 
patient's death. 

The right to privacy was construed by the Supreme Court of justice as 
enshrined in section 1 9  ci the Constitution. 89 Courts have protected the 
right to privacy of a dead persoo.90 The recognition of this right even after 
the death of a person could be considered as a general restriction to the 
disclosure of private information about a patient after his death. The heirs 
of the deceased have the right to request judiciaJ protection of this expecta
tion. 

., P� de Ba/bilt., lndtJlul v E.davrid All6ntldD SA CSJN, 1914, Fallos T 336. 
,. 'Valda. Josi vs E.ditotwl Perfi/, N&on.al Gvil Courts of Appeals. S.U F, 

ton-411999, JA-2000-rD-457. 
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Funhermore, general principles of contract law may also be invoked 
to interpret that one of the basic clauses of the agreement between the 
psychoanalyst and the patient was constituted by the duty of confiden
tiality and that such a dause should remam enforceable after ius death. 
In dus situation. the heltS of the dead patient may have the right tO 
legally enforce the agreement. The c:nforcc:mc:nt ol this duty would be 
ruled by the general law of contract and would entatl dtfferent conse
quences depc:n<Lng on the existence of an oral or a written agrcc:ment. 
General principles of contract bw would regulate the enforcement of the 
contract in thiS situation. 

Rtgarding the professional rules of confidentiality on the psychoana
lyst's death, sccnon E, point 3,  of the APdeBA Code of Ethics contains a 
series of prOVISIOns regarding the psychoanalyst's archives m case ol 
their death. For suoh purposes, the Code estab lishes that: 

The psychoanalyst 1s obhgcd to make a will providing for the future of h1s 
arch1ves as from htS death. A psychoanalyst's death does not imply the tcrmina· 
tion of his obligauon ro keep the confJdcntialiry of his patients' information. 

However, in practice, in Argentina, it is not usual to make wills, proba
bly because: the law of succession provides for a great portion of the 
assets to be directly and compulsorily transferred to a person's 'manda
tory' hors. 

There is no express legal provision in any of the express regulations of 
professional confidentiality as to this matter. General principles of 
contract law :applied to the interpretation of the agreement between the 
psychoanalyst and the patient will require the professional to take all the 
necessary steps while alive to fulfal the obligation undertaken in the oral 
or written agreement to safeguard the confidentiality of the panent's 
information after his death. There is no case law in this regard, and 1t 
may be contested whether the successors arc obliged to ma1ntain the 
confidentiality of the documents pertaining to the psychoanalyst. In any 
case, 1t would depend on whether the documents of the psychoanalysts 
are pan of the assets received and accepted by the successors as part of 
the inheritance. 

7.7 England and Walc::s 

7.7.1 Patimt Records 

AJI analysts are required by their professional rules tO keep records of their 
patients' no1.mes o1.nd o1.ddtesses o1.nd to lodge these with o1. co�gue but this 
IS SO that, in the event of the analyst's aJness Or death, a colcaguc would 
be able to help the patients with finding further help if they wished to do 
so. BPAS does nor request that the analyst keep any other records. 
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�arding mamtaining confidentiality, there lS no separate «iity in respect 
of records. Analysts are bound by general duty set our in paragraph 2 of 
the BPAS Ethical Code and which covers 'documc:nts'.91 

AnalystS differ in their note-keeping practices. Some keep very few 
formal notes, while others be lieve that ir 15 their ttSponsibilitr tO keep 
some record, however brocad an nature, of the treatment. If such rccorck 
are kept, they wou!d not be revealed tO anyone, before or after the 
patient's or the analyst's death, except possibly m fulfllmcnr of a court 
order.72 

The Data Protecnon Act 1998 is the statutory legal framework 10 
England which sets out legal obligations on any company or individual 
who 'processes' personal data either manually or dcctron icaUy. 
'Processmg' of a patient's data has a very broad dcfin1tion and covers 
'almost any conceivable use of daa, from the moment the data arc 
obtained to the method of recor&ng, retrieving, disclosing and destrOying 
the data' .93 

The definition of data includes any information 'recorded as part of a 
relevant filing system or w1th the intention that it should form part of the 
relevant filing system. 194 In order to determine whether a manual filing 
system comes within the scope of the Act, regard must be had to whether 
the 'case of access to personal data is faditated by virtue of the structured 
nature of the system'.9S For example, a card index system set our in a stan
dardized order would constitute this, whereas general cortespondcnce files 
with no internal StrUcture would not. In addition. health information is 
subp:t to special protection as 'sensitive personal data•.96 

Assuming that an ind�ndent psychoanalyst's records of a patient were 
hdd m a structured filmg system, organiud by reference to the individual 
patient or by crircria relating to them, then they would come within the 
scope of the Act. 

'Processing' daa is acceptable if any of the following criteria are satis
fted:'7 

'1 See $ l.7 abo"e for d!e wor4nK. 
n There is not 111udl precedent .&out ewn dus s1tuanon, ud ill ooe well-lcnown case fro 

BritiSh analystS) !he analyst, Or Anne Hayman. refused nor oaly ro reo<al tO !he Coun any 
ootcs bar also �· tO coofir111 Mlcdler or not the pason in quesoon was a pmau of hers. 
Sbe rook me "'ew m. tO act otherwtsc would be fO undcnnne the a>llfi�nce that any 
paneor could place lA Ius or her analyst She took dns S1:lnl% even thoup it pb.ad her in 
Contempt c:J courc 111 the ewent, the Court respected her po51tion. 

" P l.eigh-Polbn J Mullock, sad 0 Oarke TH Pc.o1 of'-": 0Gf4 ProuctoOft /la 
.&pk:tred (Wndm StatJOnuy Office 2002) at S. 

,. Secnm l oE the Act. 
� Sec R«ilal 15 of the Oaa Protecaon Dlrecnve. 
" Sa:non 2 CeJ. 
" Sec Sdlech&e 2 d theAa. 
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(i) that the patient consents to use of data· 
(ii) h • 

I 
t at tt is necessary to u�e rhe data in the patient's 'vital interests'· or 

(iii) that it is necessary to process the data to carry out a statut�ry or 
government function. 

It is most likely that psychoanalysts would seek to rely on either the ftrst 
or second condition since, unlike doctors, they ca.rtnot meet the third crite
rion. Commentators suggest that implied consent would probably consti
tute a legal basis provided that the patient has a basic understanding of 
how the data is used. However, it has been suggested that the protection of 
vital interests is probably limited to significant threats to life and may not 
cover all aspects of care.98 

However, as 'sensitive personal data', the processing or use of health 
records also needs to comply with at least one of a second group of criteria 
where:99 

(i) the pattent has given explicit consent (implicit consent ts not suffi
cient); 

(ii) data processing is necessary to protect the vital interests of the 
patient; 

(iii) the data to be used is that which has been placed in the public domain 
by the data subject; 

(iv) the health care organization or professional needs to use the informa
tion to seek legal advice or take part in legal proceedings; 

(v) processing is necessary for the purpose of statutory or government 
functions; or 

(vi) it as necessary for medical purposes and the information is used by a 
health professional or someone with an equivalent obligation of confi
dentiality. 

lt is suggested that the definition of someone 'with an equivalent obliga
tion' would also extend to psychoanalystS. 'Medical purposes' tS given a 
broad defininon in this context and includes preventative medione, daag
nosis, research, the provision of care and treatment, and the management 
of health care services. Psychoanalysts could faU within thts, gtven the 
broad definition, as providers of care and treatment. Furthermore, under 
section 69 of the Act, a health professional includes 'a clinical psycholo
gist, c:hild psychotherapist or speech therapist', cac:h of whom implicdly 
has a medical purpose. Therefore, it is suggested that psychoanalysts 
would come within this provision. ln any case, paragraph 8(2) States that 
'medical purposes' includes the specified purposes. And therefore, as 
Kennedy and Grubb point out, other purposes might be covered 100 

llll Sec J Montgomery H�Dlth Cm Law (Oxford OUP 2003) at 259. 
" Set out in Schedule I oft he Act. 100 Kennedy and Grubb Med.ocal Law at I 069. 
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Schedule J to the Act sets out basic principles, namely that: 

(i) data be processed 'fairly and lawfully'; 
(ii) data are obtained for lawful purposes; 
(iii) data stored is accurate and (where necessary) up to date; 
[lv) processing is in accordance with data subject rights; and 
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(v) personal data are not subject to unauthorized or unlawful processing 
O£ accidental loss, damage or destruction. 

The Act gives the data subject rights to: 

(i) have information as to whether or not their personal data are being 
processed; 

(ii) have details about the data (that is, a description of the data, the 
purpose of processing and the likely or actual recipients of the data) 
and a copy of all personal data of which he or she is the subject;IOI 

(iii) prevent processing likely to cause damage or disrress;102 
(iv) prevent direct marketing;103 
(v) require a data controller;104 
(vi) not to make a decision based solely on automated means which 

significantly affects him or her; lOS 
(vii) receive compensation from a data controller for the latter's breach of 

the DPA (if the breach has caused the data subject financial loss);106 
and 

(viii) have inaccurate personal data blocked, erased, or destroyed.107 

The Act imposes an obligation on the data conrroUer m protect the rights 
of the patient in respect of the security and integrity of the records. 
Individuals who feel that they are directly affected by the processing of 
data can request that the Information Commissioner assesses whether 
there has been compliance with the Act.1011 Failure m comply with the Act 
is a criminal offence.I09 

7.7 .2 Patient Access to Records 

The BPAS Code does not set out what analysts should do when patients 
seek access to their records; rather they see themselves governed by the 
provisions of the DPA 1998. 

101 Scaioos 7 and 8 .  There are exc:c:pnOII$ rela111'8 to the mcdic;al profe55ion in rdarion to 
the obligarion to provide the data subject w11h a copy d their date. 

IOl Section 10. 103 Scaion 1 1. 
104 Defined as the pasun wiiJ (either alone: ur jomtly or in �:ommon with odlc:r pcnons) 

determines the purposes for whteh and the manner m wh�eh any personal data are, or are to 
be. processed. IllS Section 12. 1015 Scaion 13. 

la7 Section 14. 101 Scaion 42. 
109 Section 47. 
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As stated above, the Act gives the data subjea artain rights to access 
data held on them. Sections 7 and 8 of the DPA 1998 deals with patients' 
rights of access to their records. On a written application a patient is enti
tled to be informed whether their personal data are being processed and if 
so, they can request a description of the data, me purposes for which they 
are being processed, and the classes of people to whom they will be 
disclosed. 

In practice this means that they are entitled to a copy of their records 
together with an explanation of any terms.110 Having viewed their 
records, they are able to request that the data are not processed-if contin
uing to do so would cause substantial and unwarranted distress to the 
patient or another. 11 1 The patient may also apply to the court to have 
data, which they consider to be inaccurate, rectified. This is likely to mean 
in the healthcare context the court will require that the patient's views on 
the accuracy of the records are included. 1 12 

However, the following limitation is placed on a patient's right to 
access their records: if and to the extent that access would be likely to 
cause serious harm to me physical or mental health of the data subject or 
any other person, then access should be denied.113 This provision is there
fore of particular relevance to any notes that the analyst holds on me 
patient and which the analyst considers potentially harmful to the patient's 
mental health. 

7 J .3 Patient/Analyst Death 

Professional practice indicates there to be no change to the obligation of 
confidence on the patient's death. The law offers less clarity, however. 
Toulson and Phipps state that equity may impose a duty of confidentiality 
towards another after the death of the original confider. 114 This is because 
the conscience of the confidant is bound It is open to the courts to regard 
the divulgence by a doctor of information supplied by a pattent who has 
since died as being unconscionable as weU as being unprofessionai.' 1S 
They give the example of a doctor who treats a celebrity with AIDS who 
subsequently dies. If the doctor took the details of the celebrity's treatment 
to the press, they state that 

in such a case 1t could not be said that the deceased would suffer dernmem from 
the publication, but ic would seem contrary to justice that the doctor should make 
a windfall from hts breach of obligation.1 16 

110 Sees 11 (2). 111 Section I 0. 112 Section 14. 
113 See rhe Dara Pro1ecrion (Suhjecr Access Modification) (Health) Order 2000, SI 2000 

No 4 13, ar 5(1 ). 
"4 Monson u Moat (11151) 9 Hare 241. 
liS Toulson and Phipps Corr/idmia/ity ( l996)at 155. 
I" Jbtd ar n. 
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This approach of 'unconscionability' is also the basiS for their reasoning 
that a doctor may owe a duty of care towards third parties. If for instana 
the patient disclosed information to the doctor about X, and the patient 
died soon afterwards, it would be 'most UllS3tisfactory if . . .  the doctor 
became free to make disclosure (about X)'. 1 17 

Kennedy and Grubb adopt a different approach. They argue that the 
deceased's esta� could only bring a claim if it inherits the right of me 
deceased whjch is then interfered with after his or her death. Therefore the 
question is whether the obligation of confidentiality should pass to the 
estate. They argue that what might be at issue is the deceased's reputation 
and feelings, and that therefore an analogy could be drawn with the law of 
defamation, namely that the cause of action does not survive on the indi
vidual's death. 1 18 This approach was actually adopted by the Law 
Commission in its proposal Breach of Confidence in 198 1.1 19 

On the death of the psychoanalyst, the professional guidelines state that 
the confidentia6ty of the analyst's records must be respected. Legally, the 
position is uncertain. There is no case law dealing directly with this point. 
Between a patient and private practitioner, general principles of contract 
law might apply to the interpretation of the agreement between the 
psychoanalyst and the patient. It would probably be implied that as confi
dentia6ty formed part of the agreement when the analyst was alive, there 
was an obligation on the analyst to safeguard the confidentiality of the 
patient's information on his or her death. 

8 .  CONCLUSION 

From the above, there should be linle issue as to whether the psychoana
lytic process is a confidential one, for this is clearly the case. Rather, the 
difficulty sterns from reconciling two opposing arguments. Frrst, that 
absoh.Jte confidentiality is the only solution, with any breach resulting in 
damage to the functioning of the profession as a whole. Secondly, that 
whilst confidentiality is crucial, there may be limited situations where 
other factors take precedence and the relationship of privacy between 
patient and analyst is overridden. 

The first position is impracticable from a legal perspective; almost all 
legal instruments promoting a right to privacy-be they at domestic or 
international level-provide for a balancing of individual interests against 
those of wider society. Where the latter considerations outweigh the 
former, the right to privacy can be circumvented. This does little to aid the 

117 lb1d ar I 56. 
11' Kcnnedy and Gruhb, t.kdrcaJ Law (2000) ar I 084. 
1 19 Bruch o(Con(rdmu(l981) law Com No 1 10. 
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psychoanalytical process, however, where free association is crucial. A 
patient needs to be in a position wbere he or she is free to express any or 
all of their thoughts.. The prerequisite for this is that they must believe that 
these acutely sensitive thoughts arc to remain confidential, and that only 
the analyst will be privy to their content. Also of importance is the basic 
knowledge that an individual is actually undergoing analysis, which is 
arguably less sensitive but the confidentiality of which should be main
rained with no less rigour. If the right ro privacy in rhis context is condi
tiona� then the effectivcnc:ss of the psychoanalytic process is Jeopardized 
lt has been suggested here that the practice of psychoanalysis without the 
guarantee of absolute confidentiality is analogous to performing surgery 
without sterilized equipment. 

Part of the difficulty stems from the uncertainty on the part of analysts 
worldwide as to their position in law-an uncertainty that this study has 
attempted to ameliorate. There arc issues which remain to be developed, 
however; recognition of the precise nature of psychoanalytic practice is still 
nascent. lt is submitted that the lack of case law dealing directly with issues 
arising from psychoanalysis means that this is difficult to gauge or predict. 

For example, courts in certain of the jurisdictions in this study-ltaly, 
Brazil, and Canada-hold the professional codes which bind psychoana
lysts in high regard. In this sense they arc accorded a weight not unlike 
that given to pieces of legislation or binding cases. In others, rhe courts are 
more inclined to use professional guidelines as tools for interpretation. ln 
Germany, for example, the limited codes of conduct as developed by 
professional organiz.ations will have ro be taken into account, although the 
courts enjoy some autonomy in their interpretation. I n  Argentina, linle 
reference is made to codes of ethics in the case law dealing with confiden· 
tiality within the medical profession. In England and Wales, the courts 
have shown a willingness to use professional guidelines-such as those of 
the General Medical Council-as an influential aid to their interpretation. 
And in America, courts often look to professionaJ rules in considering an 
alleged breach of privacy, principally to determine whether the individual 
had a reasonable expectation of privacy and whether the practitioner had 
a dury of due care. 

There is the argument that in any claim brought against an analyst 
which is tortious or delictual in nature the court would rely on profes
sional guidelines as the standard by which the analyst's conduct would be 
judged. But the approach of the courts falling within the laner category is 
still problematic, and there is a need for their practice to be developed. 
One means of doing this could be by the application of comparative law; 
significant developmems-in both legislation and case law-can be used at 
least persuasively by courts in other jurisdictions. This is less satisfactory 
than hearing a case directly which deals with analyst-patiem confidential
ity. But it may provide a useful foundation for the development of a 
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sophisticated doctrine for dealing with psychoanalytic confidentiality in 
each jurisdiction. 

There is a more basic issue, however, which concerns the disjunction 
between psychoanalysts and lawyers. Psychoanalysts have been occasion
ally ordered to divuJge information on their patients by the courts, but in 
order to preserve rhe psychoanalytic process as much as possible the Ianer 
need to be made fuJiy aware of what is at stake. The use of identifiable 
information gained from a patient undergoing psychoanalysis for a 
purpose apart from the analysis itself has the potential to undermine the 
process. As the body of the study shows, certain courts have shown suffi. 
cient understanding. But the situation in each jurisdiction has yet to be 
resolved satisfactorily. 
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